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“The energy transition has so far been focussing primarily on the low-hanging fruits, but it is now
time to deepen the transition to include the entire system.”
(Interview JdB, 2019: 9)
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Abstract

As one of the largest producers of global greenhouse gasses (GHGs), the energy sector plays an important
role in limiting the impact of worldwide anthropogenic climate change. The socio-technological transition
required to limit the energy sectors GHG emissions is one of the most complex and urgent contemporary
issues. Institutional, financial and social challenges and uncertainties hinder the effectiveness of the
implementation of transition policies. It is clear that policy should aim at the phase-out of fossil fuels and
simultaneously at the phase-in of renewable electricity technologies (RETs).
This Master’s thesis is embedded within a larger thesis project incorporating three separate dissertations. The
aim of this wider study is to study what conditions need to be met in order for the energy transition to be
most effectively facilitated through the three societal domains of governance - government, businesses and
civil society - in Western-Europe before 2050. Three theories are utilized to conceptualize and expand on the
energy transition. These include transition theory, ecological modernization and circular economy. Following
the same methodology and employing the same theoretical framework, the three case studies focus on
France, The Netherlands and Germany respectively. The findings of the thee cases are discussed and crossanalyzed in order to answer the over-arching research question which is “Under what conditions can the
energy transition in Western-Europe most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of the Paris
Agreements by 2050?”
This individual thesis focuses on Germany. The main research question of this thesis is ‘Under what
conditions can the energy transition in Germany most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of
the Paris Agreements by 2050?’ In order to come to a comprehensive answer, two main research methods
will be combined: qualitative, in-depth interviews with key stakeholders from the domains will be
supplemented with a policy document analysis focusing on relevant and recent policy papers from the three
domains. The goal of this methodology is to cross-analyze and validate whether the statements from the
interviewees align with the arguments in the policy documents to increase reliability and validity of the
study.
Key conditions for an effective energy transition in Germany include dynamic and deep-rooted market
involvement focusing on sustainable growth, a transparent and socially-inclusive policy agenda, a wellestablished, long-term governmental support program providing financial incentives to develop innovations
and integrated local systems embedded within far-reaching transnational systems promoting the development
of the ‘prosumer’. Key conditions for an effective energy transition in Western-Europe are largely in line
with these findings, and include a healthy investor environment, high awareness, participation and education
of people and businesses, a holistic policy agenda and far-reaching and comprehensive transnational
cooperation.
Based on the empirical data it seems as if Germany is changing its energy transition strategy. In the 1990s
and 2000s, a circular economy strategy was combined with a stretch and transform approach focussing on
niche development and citizen involvement. However, since the 2010s the strategy now resembles more with
ideas from ecological modernization paired with an increased focus on fit and conform approaches, with
increased focus on the market involvement and sustainable growth. France has since the 1990s employed a
transition strategy focusing on ecological modernization conceptualizations, in which the government
cooperates intensely with established businesses and industries and the civil society encounters various
barriers hindering participation. The Netherlands fits the framework of circular economy theory, with
emphasis on inclusivity, innovations and equal playing fields, yet ecological modernization concepts such as
infrastructural development and international cooperation also resonate in the findings.
Recommendations for future research include an in-depth analysis of how the above-mentioned conditions
can most effectively be developed and implemented, including a comprehensive quantification of exactly
what determines ‘high’ awareness, participation and eduction. Additionally, where Germany is now
approaching 40% renewables, the next phase will be increasingly complex as all other end-use sectors have
to be involved. This means structural and systemic changes to how we shape our entire society. Exactly how
this next step will be taken is the current point of debate in Germany, and future research should focus on
answering that very question. The thesis provides can provide a foundation for such research. In light of
increased attention and global optimism that the energy transition is attainable, and the profound impact that
the transition will have on societal systems across all levels of scale, the results of this thesis project will
remain relevant for the coming years as we are phasing-out fossil fuels and phasing-in renewables.
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1 Research design
1.1 Introduction
The energy sector plays an important role in limiting global carbon emissions in order to achieve the climate
goals set out in the 2015 Paris Agreement (Rogge & Johnstone, 2017). Socio-technological change must be
directed at both the phase-in of renewable electricity technologies (RETs) and the phase-out of fossil fuelbased energy sources. The urgency of this energy transition is becoming increasingly clear, evident for
example in the amount of scientific literature that has been published on socio-technical transitions (Verbong
& Geels, 2007; Smith, Stirling & Berkhout, 2005; Smith & Stirling, 2010; among others). The relevance of
this study field also resonates in the extensive attention for the topic and related issues in the media, and the
many national policy documents that have been published recently (BMWi, 2015; Government of The
Netherlands, n.d.; Ministère de la Transition Écologique et Solidaire, 2015, among others). In 2015, the
French government declared that it plans a complete phase-out of all oil and gas energy production by 2040
(Ministère de la Transition Écologique et Solidaire, 2015). Germany has adopted similar goals, stating that it
wants to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2050 by 80 - 90% compared to 1990, and reduce its use
of fossil fuels to zero in 2050 (BMWi, 2015). Additionally, the Dutch government also aims to reduce Dutch
GHG emissions to zero by 2050 (Government of Netherland, n.d).
The previous paragraph illustrates a considerable scientific and policy base of knowledge. However,
institutional, financial and social challenges and uncertainties still hinder the effectiveness of the
implementation of policies aiming to facilitate the energy transition (Wasserman, Reeg & Nienhaus, 2015;
Markard, 2018; Eyre et al., 2018; Cai & Aoyama, 2018). These challenges and uncertainties indicate that
there is still much to learn on how and under what conditions the energy transition can be most effectively
facilitated. After thorough research of online scientific databases, it was found that many different theories
have been used to conceptualize on socio-technical transition like the energy transition and its implications.
Transition theory, circular economy theory and ecological modernization theory being among the most
comprehensive and recognized. Although these theories have commonly been utilized separately, this study
will employ an integrated use of the three theories, where concepts and ideas from the theories are combined.
Besides the theories, this thesis also builds on the idea of the triangle of governance (Abbott & Snidal, 2009),
where a distinction is made between the government, the business and the civil society domains in relation to
(environmental) governance. The three domains all have to be actively involved and cooperate if any
successful socio-technological transition is to take place (Ibid.). The impact that the three domains have on
the energy transition and the subsequent effect of that transition on the severity of global climate change
effects make research on the facilitation of the energy transition especially relevant for society.
This thesis is embedded within a wider thesis trichotomy in which a group of three students each study one
case respectively. The over-arching research question of this wider thesis project is ‘Under what conditions
can the energy transition in Western-Europe most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of the
the Paris Agreements in 2050?’ Being embedded within this trichotomy, this thesis’ theoretical framework
and methodology are written collaboratively with the other two students. Because of the identical
methodology and theoretical backdrop, cross-examination between the three cases can provide answers to
the over-arching research question and enhance overall fortitude of the conclusions. Each member has been
delegated a specific country to perform fieldwork in. Merav Pront studied France, Karolina Sawicka-Wrzask
studied The Netherlands and Joris den Breejen studied Germany. The choice for these three cases was made
based on their close geographical location, yet profound difference in socio-technological context and
progression in the energy transition. Each individual thesis primarily focusses on its delegated country, but
will reference to the findings from the other group members, in order to come to a comprehensive conclusion
on the over-arching research question. The main research question for this individual thesis is ‘Under what
conditions can the energy transition in Germany most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of
the Paris Agreements in 2050?’
This research falls within the scope of the Leaving Fossil Fuels Underground (LFFU) research project, which
has two core objectives: (1) assess the phase-out of fossil fuels and (2) assess the phase-in of RETs. In this
thesis, the conditions for the phasing-in of RETs and phasing-out of fossil fuels are studied, thus providing
valuable insights in the realization the objectives of the LFFU project. Given the potential realization of
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 7 (affordable and clean energy for all) and 13 (climate action) (UN,
2015), and given the limited interdisciplinary research on this topic, this research will be a valuable addition
to past and current research on the topic. As this thesis will provide a deeper understanding of multi-level and
multi-scalar energy transition governance dynamics, it furthermore might encourage the promotion of LFFU
in Western Europe and beyond.
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In this first chapter, the research design of the thesis will be substantiated. After the above introduction, in
the section 1.2 the theoretical framework will be explained, introducing the respective theories and their
interlinkages. In section 1.3, a brief description of the problem statement is followed by a further elaboration
of the research- and sub-questions. In section 1.4, the methodology section will detail the research methods
and data sources. Then, in chapter 2, a literature review on the case study describing key factors and issues
will illustrate the current state of knowledge on the topic. In chapter 3, empirical data is scrutinized and
discussed in relation to the sub-questions. Finally, in chapter 4 the main research question is answered,
providing conclusions on what conditions need to be met for an effective energy transition in Germany. Also
in chapter 4, the over-arching research question of the wider thesis project is answered. The conclusions to
both research questions are then referenced back to the theoretical framework designed in chapter 1.
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1.2 Theoretical framework
1.2.1 Analytical justification
Different theories can be used to analyze how the energy transition should be facilitated. Such theories can
either be descriptive or prescriptive. Descriptive theories - unsurprisingly - aim to describe certain
phenomena and events, and prescriptive theories aim to provide the guidelines needed to reach a
predetermined goal or objective (Ullrich, 2008). In order to analyze complex issues such as the energy
transition, a deep understanding of the mechanisms at work is required. A descriptive theory can be useful to
this end, as it can help discern and analyze the way in which actor and non-actor dynamics interact with each
other across various scales and levels. Once a comprehensive understanding of such dynamics has been
established, a prescriptive theory can be used to determine what steps need to be taken in order to reach a
predetermined goal. As Ullrich (2008: 38) argues, prescriptive analysis are often grounded in descriptive
theories. The combined use of both kinds of theories can significantly strengthen any analysis of issues high
in complexity.
In this theoretical framework, three theories will be explored. The first theory is ecological modernization,
the second theory is circular economy, and the third theory is the transition theory. The transition theory will
in this research be used as a descriptive theory due to its usefulness in describing complex phenomena
(Geels, 2011) such as the energy transition. The two other theories, in this case two both prescriptive in
nature, will then be used to further conceptualize what facilitating factors need to be reinforced to reach the
2050 Paris Agreement goals. The three theories have been selected on the basis of their large impact on the
way the energy transition has been theorized and conceptualized in the literature (Geels et al., 2016; Toke,
2001). Additionally, they employ many common concepts and can all three be used to describe and analyze
the energy transition, even though they are built on different foundations. As such, the theories are
complementary, and the ideas from one theory can be used to better understand the concepts and notions of
the others.
In this chapter, ecological modernization theory, circular economy theory, and transition theory will be
explained in detail, focusing on concepts, operationalization, definitions and criticisms. Then, the integrative
and complementary potential of the theories will be explored, resulting in an integrated theoretical
framework in which all three are represented. Research and writing on transition theory has been carried out
by Joris den Breejen, ecological modernization by Merav Pront and the circular economy by Karolina
Sawicka-Wrzask. The integration of the three theories and the creation of the theoretical framework was
achieved during collective brainstorming and writing sessions.

1.2.2 Ecological modernization
Ecological modernization is a discourse in environmental sciences that supports the notion that
environmental protection and economic growth can and have to be reconciled in modern society (Fisher &
Freudenburg, 2001). The theory first emerged in the early 1980s, arguably in reaction to the Limits to
Growth (1972) and Blueprint for Survival (1974) reports that were published roughly ten years earlier. Both
reports opposed economic growth from an ecological standpoint, which increased the support for a different
approach (Toke, 2001). Especially in Western industrialized countries, where the economy was and still is
developing and advancing, the need was felt to accommodate the apparent irreconcilability of environmental
priorities and the demands for economic growth (Ibid: 280). A multitude of authors (Mol, Spaargaren,
Murphy, Fisher, Freudenburg and Toke) suggest that Joseph Huber is the mind behind ecological
modernization theory. Huber (2000: 269) states that ecological modernization ‘aims at an industrial
metabolism that is consistent with nature’s metabolism’. According to Huber, ecological modernization is the
third stage in the evolution of industrial society. After the first two phases of industrial breakthrough and
industrial construction, a society will inevitably feel ‘the need to reconcile the impacts of human activity
with the environment’ in the shape of industrial
sustainable modernization (Murphy, 2000: 2).
Thus, ecological modernization is a stage in
“Environmental problems can best be solved through
societal development that arises organically
further advancement of technology and industrialization”
and by means of its characteristics causes: ‘the
(Fisher & Freudenburg, 2001: 702).
dirty and ugly industrial caterpillar (to)
transform into an ecological butterfly’ (Huber,
2000: 20).
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1.2.3 Circular economy
The most recently developed of the theories, circular economy is still in a very dynamic state. Contemporary
authors have refined the concept of circular economy and in the process increasing interest for the topic.
Although the theory knows many definitions in scientific literature, some of its characteristics are recurring
throughout the literature. Circular economy aims at achieving a decoupling of economic growth from natural
resource depletion and environmental degradation. It advocates the idea that the economy can and should
grow, however not at the expense of the natural environment (Murray, Skene & Haynes, 2017). The theory
draws conceptually from the ‘cradle to cradle’
paradigm by McDonough and Braungart (2002),
which is where an industry operates with no “Circular economy is an industrial system that is
impacts on the environment and is waste free restorative or regenerative by intention and design. It
(Murray, Skene & Haynes, 2017). The concept of replaces the ‘end-of-life’ concept with restoration,
circular economy urges change within the current shifts towards the use of renewable energy, eliminates
economic model, which it describes as the ‘linear the recycling impairing use of toxic chemicals, and
economy’. Also known as the ‘take-make-dispose’ aims for the elimination of waste through the superior
model, the linear economy has raw materials on design of materials, products, systems, and, within
one end and waste on the other end (Gregson, this, business models” (MacArthur, 2013: 7)
Crang, Fuller, & Holmes, 2015; Ghisellini, Cialani
& Ulgiati, 2016). According to circular economy
theory, global society should aim to design out waste and pollution, keep materials and products in use, thus
continuing the circle, and to regenerate natural systems (MacArthur, 2013; Lieder & Rashid, 2016). To
implement the circular economy, work must be done from the root of the issue. Similarly to ecological
modernization, the circular economy focuses on optimizing systems rather than components, therefore it can
be used for a system analysis. As this thesis will be analyzing the energy transition system as a whole and not
one component of it, this is an important detail.

1.2.4 Transition theory
Transition theory is an approach to socio-technological transformation that aims for a collaborative, reflexive
and multi-level process of change. The definition of ‘transition’ that best compliments this theory is derived
from De Haan & Rotmans (2011: 92): “a transition is a fundamental change in the structures, cultures and
practices of a societal system, profoundly altering the way it functions”. A societal system can, in this
definition, be described on various levels simultaneously, such as the local, national or the transnational. One
of the core strengths and defining features of transition theory is that it approaches transitions from a multilevel perspective (Geels, 2002), in which those three levels are recognized as dynamic and heavily
interlinked, emphasizing the complexity of many contemporary challenges. This multi-level perspective
resonates in the theory’s three analytical levels: the niche-innovations (micro-level), the socio-technical
regimes (meso-level), and the socio-technical landscape (macro-level) (Geels, 2002).
The niches are small scale, often locally produced novelties (both technical and cultural) that are innovative
and under the right conditions have the power to radically change the system or regime. According to Geels
& Schot (2007: 400), “niche-innovations are carried and developed by small networks of dedicated actors,
often outsiders or fringe actors". The regime can be described as the level where regular society ‘takes
place’. It is here where you find the interplay between politics, economy, science, culture, policy and
technology. The shared cognitive routines between those groups help stabilize the regime and protect it from
exogenous pressures in a number of ways, such as regulatory support, lock-in from sunken investments and
standardizations (Geels & Schot, 2007). Finally, the upper level is the landscape, which is where macrodevelopments, such as macro-politics and -economics and societal deep-structures are formed beyond the
direct influence of niche and regime actors. These highlight the technical, physical and material setting that
maintains society (Geels & Schot, 2007). The landscape was originally described as an exogenous entity, but
this description has received some recent criticisms. Törnberg (2018) argues that - even more so in cultural
transitions - the landscape is under constant pressure of the regime and is often co-constructed by
developments in the regime.

1.2.5 Integrating the theories: similarities and differences
Transition theory serves as a useful descriptive theory and framework that describes the multiple levels on
which the energy transition can take place. Its three analytical levels of niche-innovations, socio-technical
regimes, and socio-technical landscapes (Geels, 2002) help untangle the complexity of the transition and its
implications. Furthermore, the levels help locate where the concepts from prescriptive theories such as
ecological modernization and circular economy are most usefully deployed. In the following section,
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transition theory, ecological modernization theory and circular economy theory are integrated into one
theoretical framework.
Ecological modernization and circular economy on first analysis seem to be two fundamentally different
theories, yet their goal is the same: industrial and technological advancements can and should be able to
facilitate environmental sustainability. According to some interpretations of ecological modernization
discourse (Hajer, 1995), the theory assumes the capability of political, economic, and social institutions to
incorporate the protection and conservation of the environment into their activities. As long as all
stakeholders cooperate, society is able to function in an environmentally sustainable matter. Ecological
modernization is grounded in the fundamental assumption that a healthy environment can be reconciled with
a growing economy (Ibid.). A similar argument is made by some interpretations of circular economy, arguing
that the feasibility of a sustainable economy depends on two things: policymakers and their choices and the
way in which circularity is introduced into business models by business owners (Lewandowski, 2016). This
circularity is rooted in the four R’s that form the backbone of the theory: reduce, reuse, recycle and
remanufacture (Kirchherr, Reike & Hekkert, 2017). The theory focuses - similarly to economical
modernization - on positively restoring the environment through industries (Murray, Skene & Haynes, 2017).
Thus, both ecological modernization and circular economy theories argue that economic growth and
environmental protection can be reconciled, proposing a collaboration between government and business/
industry to achieve this goal (Murray, Skene & Haynes, 2017; Huber, 2000). However, each theory offers
different means to this same end. Where ecological modernization proposes the stimulation of the invention,
innovation and diffusion of new technologies and techniques within the existing socio-technical governance
system (Murphy, 2000), circular economy focuses on the development and the empowering of sociotechnical niche innovations and radical novelties (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017).
When placing both theories on the transition theory framework, ecological modernization and circular
economy both take place on the regime and niche level of transition. As will be explained in the following
paragraph, ecological modernization relies more on regime interactions, while circular economy mostly
emphasizes the importance of niche novelties. However, both theories are to some extent applicable on each
level. Finally, climate change and the energy transition can be described to take place on the landscape level
of the transition theory framework. The following will operationalize the above and further elaborate on how
the regime and niche level of transition theory interact and how both ecological modernization theory and
circular economy theory play a fundamental role in this interaction. The problem statement of this research
will be elaborated upon through the landscape level of transition theory.

1.2.5.1 The regime level and ecological modernization
On the regime level, both ecological modernization and circular economy discourse assume political,
economic, and social institutions can incorporate the protection and conservation of the environment into
their activities. Mol (1996) explains ecological modernization as an empirical phenomenon that represents
the environment’s shift from the periphery to the center of decision-making. Thus, according to the author,
environmental protection has evolved from a niche to a regime concept. Mol and Spaargaren (2000),
interpret ecological modernization as a natural, intrinsic part of institutional transformation towards an
environmentally sustainable society. Following this approach, ecological modernization represents the
society’s ability to reflect on past decisions made and to realize these decisions are correlated with current
environmental problems (Murphy, 2000). It is “the reflexive (institutional) reorganization of industrial
society in its attempt to overcome the ecological crisis” (Mol, 1996: 394). Moreover, within this
transformation, the same institutions that created the problem are supposed to facilitate the solution (Murphy,
2000).
Weale (1992), Murphy and Gouldson (1997) understand ecological modernization as a normative set of
policy goals that should be implemented by the government. This policy should in the first place be centered
around the fact that the environment and the economy can thrive simultaneously. Secondly, in order for it to
be effective, environmental policy should be incorporated into all other areas of government intervention,
meaning a mainstreaming of environmental goals and objectives. Third, ecological modernization should
stimulate new and innovative ways of thinking about environment-society relationships. Alternative
approaches to environmental policy should therefore not be shunned (Murphy, 2000). Lastly, governments
should facilitate “the invention, innovation and diffusion of new technologies and techniques” (Ibid: 3) by
“raising the standards of environmental regulation” (Weale, 1992: 78).
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Depending on the regulatory framework, the implementation of such policy goals can take place in different
ways (Mol, 1999). For this thesis, the operationalization of ecological modernization will focus on which
socio-economic and political instruments are used and implemented, how politics, businesses and industry
incumbents negotiate towards a consensual energy transition policy agenda, and how established civil society
regimes and cultures impact the development of energy transition policy. By looking at the dynamics
between those sectors and policies, the interplay between established regimes and how those regimes shape
environmental policy will be exemplified in relation to facilitating the 2050 Paris Agreement goals.

1.2.5.2 The niche level and circular economy
The niche level is where grassroots movements, industrial innovators and political pioneers explore the
implementation of novel concepts from circular economy and ecological modernization theory. They aim for
the redesign of pre-existing structures to make them more sustainable, using new conceptualizations, ideas,
and innovations and inventions. Niches facilitate three things for these novelties.
First, they shield them from pressures from the regime. Shielding is necessary as regime actors and
environments often hinder path-breaking innovations (Smith & Raven, 2012). Path-breaking innovations are
innovations powerful enough to force a change in the regime. A shielding feature for a niche could be
government support such as special tariffs, regulations and quotas. Also, non-governmental organizations can
provide shielding. Second, niches nurture novel innovations so they are able to develop further. Smith &
Raven (2012) describe this as helping the niche develop into a path-breaking innovation. The key nurturing
processes are: learning processes, articulating expectations, and helping in networking processes. Finally,
niches can empower the innovation to break through to the regime when the innovation is ready (Smith &
Raven, 2012). This empowerment happens in two ways: either the niche is developed in such a way that it
can fit in a regime with little change to the regime (fit and conform), or the niche actively undermines and
changes the regime in which it is placed (stretch and transform) (Lauber & Jacobsson, 2016; Geels et al.,
2016). The objective in fitting and conforming is to convince society that the niche can become competitive
on conventional regime criteria. That is, it will perform profitably in existing markets, and does not require
radical changes to institutions, infrastructures, skills and knowledge bases and user relations. The objective
of stretching and transforming is to convince society that the rules of the game need to be changed. Involved
sectors are more likely to be civil society organizations, political parties, opinion formers in the media and
education, trade unions, institutional investors, sectors that might benefit in an opening and re-configuring of
the regime, etc. (Smith & Raven, 2012).
How the decoupling of economic growth from natural resource depletion takes place, depends on the
regulatory framework. In this thesis, circular economy is described as an integrated part of the niche level of
governance. The operationalization of circular economy theory will thus focus on how novel policies,
industrial innovations, and new cultural ideas can be designed and optimized to reinforce each other and
influence behavior across all levels of business, industry and politics.

1.2.5.3 The landscape level and the energy transition problem
Finally, the landscape level of transition theory represents the level where long-term macro-developments
and extreme events take place. The impact of such developments and events is felt on both the regime and
niche level (Geels, 2002). Climate change can thus be described as an extreme, long-term macrodevelopment that takes place on the landscape level. Climate change and its implications ask for the phaseout of fossil fuels and the phase-in of renewable energy sources. This energy transition then takes place on
both the regime and niche level and is subsequently facilitated by the actors within those levels. Game
changing events, such as large-scale, transnational political discourse changes and other global crises, can
also have a profound effect on niche and regime interplay, as will be explored in section 2.2.2.
Especially the regime and the niche level are profoundly interlinked, influencing each other constantly. The
actors that can be found in the regime and niche level can be broadly divided in three domains; the
government, business, and civil society. These three domains constitute the triangle of governance (Abbott,
& Snidal, 2009). The varied perspectives and objectives of specific actors makes the governance of the
energy transition difficult. However, all share one common goal: the transition from a fossil fuel-based
energy sector to one that is based on the use of renewable energy sources. How ecological modernization,
circular economy and transition theory are integrated is illustrated in the conceptual framework below (figure
1), in which also concepts from the theories are allocated. Identifying the conditions under which this
transition is most effectively facilitated is the core objective of this thesis, and to this end the framework will
help to disentangle the empirical data gathered.
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Conceptual framework

Figure 1. Conceptual framework. Concepts from ecological modernization theory and circular economy
theory are placed against a transition theory background. Found in large in appendix I. Source: own.

1.2.6 The case studies: three distinct socio-technical systems
The Netherlands, France and Germany have been selected as case studies for several reasons. They are
situated in similar geographical and economic contexts, share a common border and are committed to the
2015 Paris Agreement. However, upon further exploration, thorough differences also become clear. Germany
is known as an early mover where the three domains have been proactively shaping the energy transition
(Kungl & Geels, 2018). The French government has a complicated relationship with is citizens and is
subjected to ongoing manifestations, contesting national climate policies (Lejoux, & Ortar, 2014). Finally,
the Netherlands have only just recently increased their efforts in shifting their energy sources to renewables
(Potter, 2018). Additionally, the energy balances of the three countries (i.e. what sources they use for national
energy production) are profoundly different. Where Germany has traditionally relied on solid fossil fuels, a
strong increase in renewables has since the 1990s changed the energy production balance of Germany.
France has for decades relied heavily on nuclear power, and The Netherlands has a strong focus on natural
gas. The maps in figure 2 illustrate and substantiate these claims. Data is provided by Eurostat (2018), and
concerns 2016 statistics. This is the most recent data available for all three countries using the same
categorical entities. The numbers are 2016 energy production as a percentage of total national energy
production per country. Map 1 shows for example that in Germany, over one-third of total energy production
is provided by renewables, yet in The Netherlands this is only 14.88%. Similarly, map 3 shows that Germany
nevertheless has a strong reliance on solid fossil fuels and oil, accounting for 37.1% of all energy production
in Germany. In France, solid fossil fuels only provide 2.25%. By far the largest contributor to France’s
energy production is nuclear heat (see map 2), providing over 70%. Map 4 shows that The Netherlands
especially relies on gas, accounting for over 50% of all energy production. Comparing three countries with
such distinct socio-technical contexts will most likely yield valuable information and insights to the energy
transition.
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Energy production in France, The Netherlands and Germany (2016)

Figure 2: energy production in France, The Netherlands and Germany, 2016. Sources: eurostat (2018).
Creator: Pront, M. (2019).
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1.3 Research questions and hypothesis
1.3.1 Main research question
The complexity and urgency of the energy transition, its effect on the realization of SDG 7 and 13 and its
general effect on keeping global warming below the 2 degree Celsius limit, mean that effective
implementation of transition measures is important for all systems on Earth. Societal and scientific debate
(see subsection 1.1) show that there is no clear idea of under what conditions such measures are to be
implemented. Additionally, various barriers and challenges such as lock-in, path dependency and institutional
inertia continue to hinder the implementation of transition policies. In light of overcoming these challenges,
and to determine under what conditions the energy transition can most effectively be facilitated, this study
will prove especially valuable. In order to keep the research comprehensive, a single-country case study of
Germany will be conducted in this thesis, which in itself is embedded within a more elaborate triumvirate of
case studies include France and The Netherlands. The over-arching research question for this thesis trinity is
‘Under what conditions can the energy transition in Western-Europe most effectively be facilitated to meet
the requirements of the the Paris Agreements in 2050?’ The complementariness and interdependentness of
the three theses to answer the over-arching research question is evident in this query.
For this individual thesis, focusing on Germany exclusively, the main research questions is ‘Under what
conditions can the energy transition in Germany most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of
the Paris Agreements in 2050?’ Three sub-question have been developed, which help disentangle the
complex nature of this main research question.

1.3.2 Sub-questions
1. How have the three domains of governance (the regime of businesses, government and civil society)
facilitated the transition from fossil fuels to renewables thus far?
2. What arguments and measures do the actors within the three domains of governance argue to be
most effective in facilitating this transition?
3. How can the efforts of each domain be reinforced by the other two domains?
These three questions will be used to (1) construct a timeline spanning 1990-2019 illustrating how Germany
has become a frontrunner in the energy transition, (2) find out what measures the three domains bring forth
for an effective transition, and (3) study how those measures can be reinforced by the other domains.

1.3.3 Hypothesis
The goal of this research is to analyze what conditions are to be met in order to facilitate an effective
transition from fossil fuels to renewables in Western Europe. Before the data collection phase of this research
takes place, some hypotheses can be formulated based on the theoretical framework above. For the German
case, it is expected that the government, businesses/industry and civil society sectors all three play an
important role in facilitating of the energy transition, however fundamental differences regarding exactly
how they facilitate continue to exist. For example, it is expected that the government provides top-down
policy directives. The business and industry sector are expected to emphasize growth and market measures.
The civil society sector is expected to provide pressures from the bottom-up, this way reinforcing the
government’s incentive to change their policy.
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1.4 Methodology
This section will elaborate on the qualitative research methods that will be used throughout this thesis. First,
the chosen research design will be substantiated, after which the theoretical framework will be discussed.
Then, the research methods of choice will be elaborated upon. Finally, the collected data will be briefly
introduced.

1.4.1 Research design and conceptual framework
As mentioned in previous sections, this thesis is embedded within a larger thesis project which consists of a
comparative case study between The Netherlands, France and Germany. In order to examine how the energy
transition is most effectively facilitated, three contrasting cases are studied using identical methods (Bryman,
2012). This individual thesis will focus on Germany. The embeddedness within the larger thesis trichotomy
means that the manifestation of the energy transition is researched in different socio-cultural settings,
allowing for a deeper understanding of energy transition governance dynamics (Hantrais, 1996).
Additionally, cross-national comparative research has the potential to make the results generalizable for other
countries (Bryman, 2012).
The theoretical framework is built upon a comprehensive literature review of the most prominent and recent
articles that have been published about respectively circular economy theory, ecological modernization
theory and transition theory. In this review, the significance of the respective theories has been critically
assessed and through this assessment the theoretical framework has been constructed (Bryman, 2012). The
literature review aims to illustrate ‘what is already known about the topic and what concepts and theories
have been applied to the topic’ (Ibid.: 8). The theories all expand on sustainable socio-technical transitions,
emphasizing the societal aspect of these transitions. As this research is being conducted from an
environmental geography perspective, the theories used correspond with the pre-existing expertise of the
researchers. Being well acquainted with the analysis of socio-cultural, socio-economic and political issues
from an environmental perspective, the theoretical and conceptual framework (for the conceptual framework,
see figure 1) that have been constructed will prove to be especially useful in this study. The researchers
acknowledge that they have little knowledge on the technical aspects of such a transition (economic
quantitative modeling, optimizing energy efficiency system, etc.). Therefore, such features and conditions
will not be discussed in this dissertation.
This study follows a combined deductive and inductive methodology. As such, it will switch between
deductive and inductive research processes and ‘weave back and forth between data and theory’ (Bryman,
2012: 24). The theories in the theoretical framework include many different concepts. These concepts serve
as the ‘key ingredients’ of the theory and have been extracted to form the basis of a concept list. This list will
‘help with the organization of the research findings’, representing key areas around which data is collected
(Bryman, 2012: 8). The research itself will most likely produce new concepts or ask for the revision of
existing ones. As such the concept list will be constantly updated. The constant alternation and updating of
the concept list is why the research is conducted in both a deductive and inductive manner (Ibid.). In figure 1
a visual representation of the most important concepts can be found. This list is supplemented with other
concepts during the full duration of the research, and a complete list of concepts can be found in appendix
IV.
Regarding empirical data collection, two main methods have been used: qualitative, in-depth interviews and
policy document analysis. Policy document analysis is an approach to data analysis that ‘seeks to quantify
content in terms of predetermined categories and in a systematic and replicable manner’ (Bryman, 2012:
288). The policy documents are reviewed based on a predetermined concept list (found in appendix IV),
stemming from the theoretical framework. In order to keep the policy document review structured and
comprehensive, a self-conceived content analysis table is used (see appendix V). For Germany, a total of six
separate documents are analyzed. In the government sector, one policy document was analyzed (33 pages,
12.255 words). This document was published in 2016 by the Federal Foreign Office (FFO) and is called ‘The
German Energiewende’. It constitutes an all-inclusive policy directive in which the energy transition is
treated in a wider sense (thus incorporating other domains and end-use sectors as well), however eye for
details is not lost. As the business/industry domain is very diverse in nature, a distinction was made between
three groups: the traditional business/industry, renewable business/industry, and transmission system
operators (TSOs). As such, three policy documents are used. The first published by the Federation of German
Industries (BDI) in 2018 called ‘Policy Paper 1: Energy and Climate Policy’, the second published by the
German Renewable Energy Federation (BEE) in 2018 called ‘Background paper: BEE’s statement to the
EU’s long-term greenhouse gas emission reduction strategy’, and the final document published by 50Hertz in
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2017 called ‘Clear Energy for all Europeans: Position on the Proposals of the European Commission of 30
November 2016’. The first document represents the interests of the traditional German industrial sector, the
second document represents the interest of the renewable energy business/industry sector, and the third
documents was published by a TSO. Together they comprise a total of 37 pages and 11.977 words. For the
civil society sector it was significantly harder to find suitable policy documents. Many civil society groups
and stakeholders are not necessarily scientific institutions who produce policy reports. However, two have
been found, both published by Agora. The first document was published in 2018 and is called ‘A FrenchGerman Cooperation Agenda for the Energy Transition in Europe’ and the second document was published
in 2019 and is called ‘The French CO2 Pricing Policy: Learning from the Yellow Vests Protests’. Even
though the titles would suggest that these documents concentrate their analysis explicitly on France and
French developments, both actually place the cases of French-German collaborative efforts and the ‘Yellow
Vests’ movements in a wider analytical perspective, focusing on social acceptance and civil society efforts.
These two documents total 29 pages and 13.372 words.
It should be noted that on the (German) energy transition a very extensive amount of policy documents have
been published in the last ten years, but that it was by no means the goal of this thesis to provide a
comprehensive and all-inclusive review of all policy documents on the topic. Rather, it serves to complement
the interview data and to cross-analyze the results.
Besides the policy document review, qualitative interviews have been conducted. Compared to other research
methods such as structured interviews or surveys, the qualitative interview provides the researcher with
multiple useful options. For example, qualitative interviews allow for an emphasis towards the interviewee’s
personal attitudes; they can give insight in what is important and relevant to the interviewee. Additionally,
qualitative interviews allow the researcher to follow up on questions and statements made by the interviewee
in an organic form of conversation (Bryman, 2012: 470). The interviews conducted for this thesis have
followed an item list, on which various topics are listed, often derived from the concept list developed
earlier. Even though there are specific topics that need to be covered, the qualitative nature of interview
provides the interviewee with a margin in which the interviewee may bring forth new topics creating a
snowball effect (Ibid.: 471). For this thesis, three separate interviews have been conducted for each domain
(government, business/industry and civil society), meaning nine interviews in total. When selecting potential
interviewees, special care was taken to ensure that they complement each other and represent various
perspectives and stakeholders to get an as complete picture as possible. Additionally, the balance between the
three domains (three interviews each) should minimize the chance of bias during the analysis. Following
social science ethics regulations, all the interviews have been anonymized, and can in anonymized form be
found in appendix VII: anonymized interview notes.
Finally, this research follows an interpretivist epistemological approach. Being a study concerning social
phenomenons, the data is derived from people and their institutions. Often this data is not value free. Value
free data is in fact a key proposition of positivist epistemological approaches (Bryman, 2012: 27). However,
because values and theoretical beliefs of researchers and their subjects cannot fully be removed from
research, findings will always be affected by their respective subjective realities. In an interpretive approach,
rather than seeking an objective perspective, the researcher acknowledges the fact the the data and the
analysis will not be value free, and looks for meaning in the subjective experiences of individuals engaging
in social interaction (Bryman, 2012). "There is a double interpretation going on: the researcher is providing
an interpretation of others’ interpretations. After this double interpretation is done, the findings need to be
translated to scientific theories and concepts, which then means a third interpretation” (Ibid.: 31). These
notions are important to remember when conducting social research: the focus is on people’s perspectives,
rather than value free empirical truths.

1.4.2 Limitations and constraints
Although a comparative case-study design has many advantages, this type of research is not without
problems. It will remain difficult to ensure comparability between cases in terms of methodology while
simultaneously continuing to be sensitive to specific national and cultural contexts (Bryman, 2012: 73, 74).
Especially when each separate case is being researched by a different researcher, both internal and external
validity are difficult to ensure. Because of the often unstructured nature of social research and depending on
each researcher’s ingenuity, it is near impossible to precisely replicate any social study, even when as deeply
embedded in methods and theories as this specific thesis project. According to Bryman (2012: 405), this
constraint holds several components. First, whatever strikes the researcher as important (often products of
the researcher’s individual predilections) could be the unintended focus point of the study. Second, the
characteristics of the researcher (such as appearance, age, gender, etc.) can have an impact on the responses
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of the respondents. Finally, the interpretation of data is under constant influence of the researcher’s own
subjective learnings, meaning that the interpretation of data might not always be objective.
Content analysis suffers from certain disadvantages as well. First, the quality and scientific relevance of a
content analysis is highly dependent on the type of documents being analyzed. According to Scott (1990),
documents should be assessed in terms of their authenticity, credibility and representativeness in order to
ensure their quality. Second, even though the same coding manuals and schedules are used between the
researchers, they will almost certainly be subjected to some interpretation on the part of the coders (Ibid.:
306).
An additional constraint of the chosen methodology that is of particular importance is the difficulty to
generalize qualitative research. As opposed to quantitative research, which if conducted in a sound way the
findings are often generalizable to research populations, in qualitative research, findings are generalizable to
theory rather than populations (Bryman, 2012). The connection of theoretical reasoning - linking data to
theory and vice versa - is decisive in considering generalizability of the findings. Furthermore, another
approach to generalizability of qualitative research is called moderatum generalizations: similar aspects and
characteristics of the focus group ‘can be seen as instances of a broader set of recognizable features’ (Ibid.:
406). This means that shared characteristics of research groups (in this case, the energy transition governance
system in France, The Netherlands and Germany), in comparison to more universal groups (the energy
transition systems in other Western European countries), offer guidance to generalize the findings of
qualitative research.
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2 Context and key issues
2.1 Introduction
Germany has historically been an environmentally concerned country, which helped put environmental
issues on the political and social agenda as early as the late 1970s and early 1980s with the anti-nuclear
movements (Geels et al., 2016). The higher public and political support for renewables meant a stronger
overall consensus that the transition to renewables is desirable (Hoppman, Huenteler & Girod, 2014). The
question was not so much about the goals but focused more on the means to reach those goals. As such,
Germany now occupies a global frontrunner role which, as a modern and heavily industrialized country,
makes Germany an interesting case. This chapter will provide insights in how RETs, conceptualized as
niches in 1990s, have been shielded, nurtured and empowered through three decades of German governance
and in 2019 are regarded as an important regime actor. A timeline spanning 1990 - 2019 will be created
based on data gathered from scientific literature and policy documents, which will ultimately lead to a deeper
understanding of the case and how the three analytical levels of transition theory and separate domains
interact with each other. The year 1990 is chosen as a baseline as in many climate policy documents, 1990 is
the reference year. Section 2.2.1 will focus on the interplay between the regime and niche levels, and section
2.2.2 will focus on the landscape level.

2.2 Timeline (1990-2019)
2.2.1 Regime and niche interplay in the Energiewende
In the 1990s renewable energy technologies occupied a technological and political niche, yet now they play a
prominent role in the German energy regime. Where in the 1990s RETs constituted 4% of total electricity
production in Germany, just under thirty years later, in 2018, this number has increased to 35%, nearly nine
times as much as in 1990 (AGEb, 2019, see also figure 3). This increase has been described by Strunz,
Gawel and Lehmann (2016) as “somewhat surprising, given that the EU's (and more generally developed
countries') environmental policies have been scolded as “merely symbolic and broadly ineffective” (Strunz,
Gawel & Lehmann, 2016: 33). Furthermore, powerful counter-forces from academia and industrial
stakeholders in the regime complicate the implementation of RETs policy (Ibid.). Stavins (2014) for example
has argued that the implementation of RETs reduces the cost-effectiveness of climate policy, and argues that
climate policy should exclusively focus on an EU emissions trading scheme. Additionally, industry
incumbents have tried to undermine the implementation of RETs through court proceedings and
advertisement campaigns persuading the public opinion that RETs can not provide adequate power security
(Strunz, Gawel & Lehmann, 2016). However, in the last decade, the energy transition has grown in
popularity also in these originally critical groups, and has now even managed to establish itself as an
important topic within mainstream German politics and conventional utilities’ business models (Ibid.)
An example of early governmental energy transition involvement is the Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) which in 1990
dictated a fixed price at which net operators have to purchase energy produced by decentralized RETs, which
mainly impacted the onshore wind sector (Geels et al., 2016). The FIT guaranteed a buy-back price for
renewable power that was higher than the retail price of electricity, thus providing long-term security for the
producers of renewable energy. Germany’s FIT served as a blueprint for many other countries (Ibid.).
Environmentally conscious farmers and active citizens had formed niche energy cooperations which
deployed small-scale on-shore wind turbines (Ibid.). Most of these turbines were designed and constructed in
Germany, which helped attract industrial and political support. They also benefitted from positive public
perceptions and high public interest in energy topics. After the FIT was enacted and thus political support for
the deployment of wind turbines was secured and the niche shielded, the niche energy cooperations expanded
in scale (Ibid.). During this time, industry incumbents under-estimated RETs as “harmless niche
technologies, which could not realistically hope to contribute significantly to electricity supply in
industrialized countries that are not blessed with some particular RETs potential from a geographical
perspective (such as Norway's hydro power potential)” (Strunz, Gawel & Lehmann, 2016: 36). The
introduction of the FIT can thus also be framed as symbolic, especially in light of Germany’s domestic
environmental society and Green electorate at the time, and growing concerns in the international arena (UN
Summit on Sustainability in Rio de Janeiro, 1992) (Ibid.). The FIT was also attractive from another political
standpoint: instead of taxing energy incumbents via an emission scheme, thus potentially creating conflicts
between the strong energy lobby of the incumbents, positive support for RETs could help bring spending
power and innovation at public burden (Ibid.).
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Jacobsson and Lauber (2006) further add that not only the wind energy sector gained traction in the early
1990s, but that also the solar PV sector benefitted from early government programs stimulating and
facilitating the deployment of this technology. Similarly to the wind sector, most solar PV manufacturing
took place within Germany. The long tradition of German engineering was able to benefit from the policies
that helped extend the ‘Made in Germany’ trademark (Strunz, Gawel & Lehmann, 2016). However, as of
1993 solar PV support was terminated. In reaction to this, a mutual effort by civil society (green NGO’s) and
industrial incumbents (solar PV producers) advocated an “ecological modernization strategy in which
Germany would become a first-mover to develop a solar-PV industry” (Geels et al., 2016: 903). Their efforts
were fruitless however, and many big producers of solar PV such as Siemens left Germany (Ibid.).
As mentioned above, business and industrial incumbents made significant efforts to undermine the FIT law,
since they viewed it as unfair government support. Even though regarded as harmless, the newly developing
RETs did form a threat to the traditional utilities as they were competing on the same market (Strunz, Gawel
& Lehmann, 2016). Regime business and industry stakeholders contested the legality of the FIT on various
occasions causing significant regulatory uncertainty until the European Court in 2001 ruled against the
plaintiffs. One interesting detail about this narrative is that due to established business and industry pressure,
in 1997 the German government had altered the FIT law to reduce the tariffs. This however gave rise to large
protest of various stakeholder groups, most notably environmental associations, metal workers and farmer
groups. The widespread demonstrations then led to the German Parliament - which was still Green at that
time - rejection of the proposed new FIT law.
Liberalization of the energy market (see also section 2.2.2) starting in 1998 led to a complete reshape of the
business side of the energy regime from the early 2000s onward: from the traditional ‘Big Four’ power
companies (E.ON, RWE, Vattenfall and EnBW), there are as of 2018 nearly 1900 bigger and smaller firms
active in the energy sector (AGEb, 2019). This fragmentation of the energy sectors gave rise to many new
niche corporations. Many new firms have focused on niche RETs deployment, supported and empowered by
societal, scientific and political communities (Geels et al., 2016). New civil society associations which have
professionalized the renewables energy sector. Besides the EU-wide liberalization, Germany’s national
policy and positive public opinion of RETs are all factors that explain this ‘social opening up’ of the German
energy sector (Geels et al., 2016).
Due to their loss of share of the energy sector and the 2008 economic crisis, the value of shares of the Big
Four power companies dropped as much as 60-70% between 2008 and 2013, which led to fears of their
survival within the regime (Geels et al., 2016). The fossil energy regime realized too late the threat that the
continued deployment of RETs constituted to them, yet in this period (fueled also by the stress caused by the
2008 economic crisis and the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster, see section 2.2.2) the danger became
wholly clear (Ibid.). This caused the German government to reduce their support for RETs and shift their
focus on other energy sources, with this change in focus further strengthened by the fear of a blackout if a
large enough section of Germany’s energy mix was generated by RETs (Ibid.). As a result, eight coal-fired
power plants have been planned or constructed since 2010 in Germany, and institutional support for RETs
have since declined (Pahle, 2010). This ‘dash for coal’, as Pahle (2010) calls it, can be explained by a
number of factors, most prominently (1) the replacement need of nuclear power, (2) favorable investment
prospects of coal over gas and oil in the long-run, (3) explicit political support for coal (partly due to natural
resources of Germany) and (4) the ineffectiveness of political protest against new coal projects. With an
average of 40 years of operationability, these will likely remain active until at least 2050, substantially
increasing the risk of a lock-in in a carbon intensive energy sector (Kungl, 2015; Pahle, 2010). According to
Wasserman, Reeg and Nienhaus (2015), attention has turned to new policies like ‘capacity markets’, which
would reward utilities for providing the availability rather than use of generating capacity. In early 2019, a
panel of politicians, scientist, environmentalist groups and members from the industry sector conceptualized
a coal phase-out plan. How this plan was developed and how it will be implemented will be explored in
detail in sections 3.2.1 and 3.4.1.
The increased power of the RET sector manifested in the myriad of companies and cooperations active, its
increase success as a political agenda setter, and the development of regional industrial production hotspots,
means that the vested interests of the RET sector are increasingly powerful (Strunz, Gawel & Lehmann,
2016). Two main arguments can be brought forward: the first one focuses once again on German history as
an engineering nation. The RET sector can now claim that any policy weakening the RET sector will
endanger the many green jobs and threaten the overall reputation of Germany as an energy transition
frontrunner. Secondly, the concept of the Energiewende has now been mainstreamed across all levels and
sectors of politics. As previously stated, Germany now focuses not so much on the question if the transition
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is desirable, but rather on how to transition. Fears of reputational loss for political entrepreneurs if the energy
transition fails are widespread and help strengthen energy transition efforts (Ibid.)
All in all, RETs have developed from a niche to regime due to societal interest in the deployment of RETs,
industrial interest in the development of RETs, and positive policy support - arguably stemming from the
societal and industrial interest. This demonstrates the theoretical concepts of shielding, nurturing and
empowering (see section 1.2.5.2). Shielding is initially done by societal actors such as NGO’s who support
RET development and deployment, in combination with the FIT law which provided political support.
Nurturing is then done by the manufacturing sectors who help develop RETs further. Finally, the niches are
empowered through increased scale advantages to break through in the regime and become an agenda setter.
Interestingly, both empowering strategies (fit and conform as well as stretch and transform) can be identified
in the case of Germany. Due to the large governmental, industrial and societal support, the singular speed at
which RETs conquered the German electricity production mix can be described as a major reshape of the
energy regime - and thus stretch and transform (Geels et al., 2016). However, starting in 2008, the financialeconomic difficulties faced by industry incumbents as a result of RET competition - and landscape
developments, see section 2.2.2 - ignited a strong fight back from the incumbents. The government was
sympathetic to their claims and scaled down governmental support for RETs (Geels et al., 2016). This meant
that RETs now have to adjust to regime-oriented rules, and now has to follow a fit and conform strategy.

2.2.2 Landscape developments
Having described in section 2.2.1 how RETs in Germany have been development from a niche to a regime
actor, this section will focus on how the landscape impacted this process. As originally argued by Geels
(2002), the exogenous character of the landscape level means that it is not as dynamically integrated with the
niche and regime levels. However, this does not mean that it has little or no influence on those levels. Indeed,
developments on the landscape level can have a very profound impact on the other two levels, as will be seen
in this section. Three main landscape developments have been chosen to expand on, based on their impact on
the German energy governance system. The first one is the liberalization of the German energy market,
roughly starting in 1998 (Kungl, 2015), the second is the 2008 global financial-economic crisis, and the final
development is the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster.
As previously stated, liberalization of the energy sector in the late 1990s was one of the key components
which led to the reshape of the German energy sector in the first decade of the 21st century. Jamasb and
Pollitt (2005) argue in their paper that this liberalization process was in fact pushed by EU policy aiming at
an integrated EU energy market. The liberalization of the German electricity market can be seen as in line
with this long-term EU objective (Jamasb & Pollitt, 2005). The impact of this policy on the national energy
market in German was substantial: it gave rise to many new companies and citizen cooperations who were
now able to penetrate the energy market (Geels et al., 2016; AGEb, 2018a). Individually, these companies
would not pose a threat to the continuity of the Big Four oligopoly, however together they managed to
acquire a large share of the German energy market and significantly threaten the survival of the Big Four
(Geels et al., 2016). The underestimation by the Big Four of these niche corporations, in combination with
uncertainties stemming from the new EU-driven liberalization policies, led to considerable fears among
industry incumbents (the Big Four) for their continuation. These fears placed continued stress on the energy
regime. It is this stress, paired with the active civil society and manufacturing sector, that provided a window
of opportunity for renewable socio-technical niche innovations.
The economic difficulties of the Big Four were further amplified in 2008 by the financial-economic crisis.
The crisis primarily did two things in this respect: (1) it caused a drop in energy demand which led to an
over-supply of energy (Geels et al., 2016), and (2) the uncertainties on the global capital market ignited a
very large drop in share prices (60-70%) of the Big Four (Kungl, 2015). Both of these developments worried
the German government, who as of 2014 provided financial support for the industry incumbents and also
scaled down RETs support. One example of such support is legislative support for the Big Four to construct
coal-fired power plants (Pahle, 2010). Other reasons for this ‘dash for coal’ include a successful lobby of the
industry incumbents that large RET deployment will impede German power security (Geels et al., 2016), and
the gap in energy production resulting from the nuclear phase-out in 2011 that must be filled (Ibid.). The
reduced RET support and increase support for incumbents can be seen as a regime resistance to niche
infiltration (Ibid.). It is now relatively harder for niches to empower themself to penetrate the regime,
however the stress endured by the Big Four as a result from the economic crisis and the subsequent window
of opportunity is part of the reason why RETs deployment in Germany is so wide-spread.
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The 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster had an immediate and significant impact on German energy
policy, leading to the direct closure of seven nuclear power stations in Germany, with the remaining stations
slated for closure in 2022 (Geels et al., 2016; Strunz, 2014). According to Strunz (2014), this “constituted a
spectacular policy U-turn because the same conservative government had previously overturned an earlier
attempt to ban nuclear power in Germany [dating] from 2000” (Strunz, 2014: 150). Where in the period 2008
to 2011, it appeared as if the industry incumbents were able to regain some of their power due to increased
governmental support, as of March 2011 a ‘regime shift’ initiated by the Fukushima disaster further critically
altered the energy sector (Kungl, 2015). The nuclear phase-out first and foremost meant that the operators of
nuclear power stations were now stuck with stranded assets (Ibid.). Secondly, it created a large gap in energy
production that had to be filled by other sources such as RETs. In combination with the above-mentioned
liberalization and economic crisis, the Big Four once again found themselves in a difficult position. The
significant stress on the regime helped sustain the window of opportunity for niche innovations to penetrate
the regime (Kungl, 2015). The effect of these dynamics are illustrated by figures concerning ownership of
RETs in Germany: in 2016, 42% was owned by either private individuals or farmers, whereas only 5.4% was
owned by the Big Four (AEE, 2017a).
Electricity production and major developments in Germany, 1990 - 2019

Figure 3. Electricity production mix and major developments regarding Germany’s energy transition, 1990 2019. Found in large in appendix II. Sources electricity production: AGEb, 2018b, AGEb, 2019. Sources
developments: AGEb, 2018a; Geels et al., 2016, Interview JdB, 2019: 6. Note: at time of writing, no
electricity production data was available for 2019, which explains why the electricity production data only
runs as far as 2018.
Liberalization can be understood as a long-term process that may take decades to fully unfold. However, the
two major shocks of the 2008 economic crisis and the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster created
windows of opportunities for RET niches to empower themselves and penetrate the energy regime, and have
played an important role in the expansion of RET deployment in Germany. In figure 3, key events and
developments on landscape, regime and niche level are placed in the context of the changing German
electricity production mix in the period 1990 - 2018. The sharp rise of renewables starting around 2005 and
continuing through 2018 indicate that especially liberalization in combination with German contextual
factors such as the active civil society sector provided the initial push for RETs. Later, the two other
landscape developments reinforce this momentum. However, it should be noted that the electricity
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production mix graph is somewhat distorted due to the fact that the intervals being used are not consistent.
The first interval is ten years, then five years, then two years and finally one year. This is due to the data used
(from AGEb, 2018b and AGEb 2019) which provides data only for those years. In effect this means that the
right half of the graph is unbalanced compared to the left half and appears flatter than it should be. If the
trend between 2015 and 2018 (a yearly 2% increase) is extrapolated to 2020 (meaning a total 10% increase
between 2015 and 2020), the trend initiated in 2015 actually continues in a near-straight line (39%
renewables in 2020), implying that the apparent flattening of the renewables curve is due to the intervals
used, and not due to an actual decrease in RET deployment.

2.3 Inferences
The main goal of this chapter is to provide insights in what conditions facilitated RET niches to penetrate the
energy regime through three decades of German governance and place such developments within this thesis’
theoretical framework.
Four underlying contextual conditions or factors for Germany’s initial acceptance of renewables can be
identified: (1) a strong environmentalist tradition which resonates also on the political domain (Dryzek et al.,
2002), (2) an active civil society concerned with the environment, (3) an modern manufacturing industry that
can benefit from new technological developments and (4) the specific way in which the governance system
is designed, in which the collaborative tradition for stakeholder interaction has led in various instances for
the German government to incorporate civil society pressure (Hall & Soskice, 2001). The combination of
these four conditions provided RET niches with the environment they needed to nurture and empower
themselves to penetrate the energy regime, pushed primarily by private individuals, farmers and policy
entrepreneurs.
In the above section it has also become clear that the conceptual framework established in chapter 1 is
relevant and useful to analyze the German case, as three analytical levels - landscape, regime and niche - can
effectively help to conceptualize on the Energiewende. Furthermore, concepts from both ecological
modernization as well as circular economy resonate in the German case.
Not only has this chapter demonstrated that the theoretical framework provides a good fit for further energy
transition analysis and conceptualization, it has also demonstrated the dynamics of the three governance
domains, and how their stakeholders, policies, and actions manifest themselves in the case of Germany.
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3 Results and analysis
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the gathered empirical data are described and analyzed. Two main methods - qualitative, indepth interviews and policy document analysis - have been used in this thesis. The goal of this combined
methodology is to triangulate and cross-check whether or not statements from the documents and the
interviews are in line with each other. As such both methods will be integrated during analysis and in each
subsection, data from both the interviews and the policy documents will be discussed in tandem. Three subquestions are answered: (1) how have the three domains of governance facilitated the energy transition, (2)
what arguments and measures do the stakeholders from those domains argue to be the most effective in
facilitating the transition and (3) how can the efforts of each domain be reinforced by the other two domains.
This chapter is outlined as follows. It starts with an analysis of the government domain in subsection 3.2,
after which the business/industry domain follows in subsection 3.3 and the civil society sector follows in
subsection 3.4. In each subsection interview data will only be used as emerged from the respective interviews
for that domain, yet occasionally policy document data from other domains is used to strengthen and
consolidate arguments. In subsection 3.5 inferences will be drawn up, in which also the theoretical fit of the
results will be discussed.

3.2 Government key points
3.2.1 Current policy
In 2013, the energy and climate portfolio was moved from the Ministry of Environment (UBA, see below for
more) to the Ministry of Economic Affairs, thus creating the Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
(BMWi). This is in 2019 the main governmental institution involved in topics related to the energy transition
(Interview JdB; 5). The integration of the climate portfolio with the Ministry of Economic Affairs was done
primarily because it was increasingly recognized that energy transition policy needed to be in line with
economic policy and vice versa. Centralizing the economic and transition portfolio’s in one Ministry was a
major push towards this end (Interview JdB, 2019: 5). As a governmental agency, the BMWi mainly focuses
on conceptualizing regulatory frameworks, with the main policy frameworks being the Renewable Energy
Act (EEG). Since 2014, two main reforms have taken place, both of which serve to increase market
involvement and promote cost-effective technologies (Interview JdB, 2019: 5).
Even though since 2013 the focus of the Ministry of Environment (Umweltbundesamt, UBA) has changed
away from energy transition topics, it still remains an important institution regarding energy and climate
issues in Germany. For example, the UBA provides direct advice to the BMWi on such issues (Interview
JdB, 2019: 3). The main difference between the BMWi and the UBA is that the BMWi is focused on
conceptualizing national transition policy, and UBA is focused on providing advice (Interview JdB, 2019: 3).
In order to come to substantiated advice, the UBA maintains strong contacts with both the business and civil
society sectors, with which the UBA organizes advisory councils.
Both governmental agencies argue that as of 2019, the government occupies the role of initiator (Interview
JdB, 2019: 3 & 5). This is due to the large amounts of financial support that the development and
deployment of RETs need and indeed received, especially in the 1990s. The early financial incentives
provided by the government are a substantial explanatory factor as to why Germany is in the frontrunner
position (Interview JdB, 2019: 6). If it was not for the government, “… the energy transition would not be as
expansive and elaborate as it is” (Interview JdB, 2019: 5). This point is also emphasized in the FFO policy
document (2016), in which it is argued that “Investments in research and development at an early stage, as
well as funding to help renewable energy gain a foothold in the market in various industrialized countries,
particularly in Germany, had a significant impact on the drop in prices” (p. 20). However, in interview (5) it
is also argued that without the active civil society sector, the incentives would most likely be less effective.
As the government still occupies the role of initiator, it is expected that the government will remain in the
‘driving seat’ for the next few years (Interview JdB, 2019: 5), but it is also argued that this role will be
changing somewhat in coming years; increasingly more responsibility is placed on the business and industry
sector. For example, it is argued that “The government still has an important role in preparing the basic
regulations for a healthy investment atmosphere, but that will most likely be less of a decisive factor the
coming decade than it was the last decade” (Interview JdB, 2019: 3).
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In the FFO (2016) policy document the energy transition is deemed as “… one of Germany’s most important
projects for the future” (p. 2). According to one government interviewee (5), the political determination to
accomplish the energy transition is strong, and the current government is “very willing” to take on measures
(Interview JdB, 2019: 5). This willingness can be explained by various reasons. The primary reason is that
the population of Germany is concerned with the environment. This concern is so wide-spread that even
conservative parties - which in other countries might even debate the very existence of a climate problem have included certain goals which are traditionally reserved for Green parties to cater to their electorate. In
other words, “conservatives are concerned because the population is concerned” (Interview JdB, 2019: 5).
Additionally, chancellor Angela Merkel is a scientist by profession and indeed recognizes that climate
change is an actual threat to Germany and the world. As such, Merkel installed in 2019 a ‘climate cabinet’, in
which relevant ministers come together to discuss climate and energy measures (Interview JdB, 2019: 5).
Another recent example of German governmental willingness and dedication to the energy transition is the
“far-reaching” policy report published in January 2019 on the coal phase-out (Interview JdB, 2019: 6). In this
report, stakeholders from all sectors and levels worked together on the question how to manage the coal
phase-out. The debate was not so much on whether or not a coal phase-out needed to happen, but rather how
(Ibid.). The positions of the involved stakeholders were in the beginning very different, but as a result of
willingness, strong dialogue and effective cooperation, a 300 page report was produced. The coal phase-out
is at the time of writing (May 2019) not yet institutionalized as a law, but the German government has
already stated that it intends to follow its recommendations and thus facilitate a coal phase-out before 2038
(Interview JdB, 2019: 6). If Germany is indeed successful in this mission, it will be the first coal-reliant
industrial country to phase out coal.

3.2.2 Arguments and measures for an effective transition
Communication and consultation - both formal and informal - with stakeholders from the other domains is a
key instrument employed by the government sector (Interview JdB, 2019: 3, 5). Several challenges which
can be overcome using this form of institutionalized dialogue relate to the acceptance of new legislative
measures and the acceptance of new, debated construction of renewable power plants such as wind turbines
or power lines. The government recognizes the need to integrate perspectives from the business and civil
society sectors to come to policy directives that have business and societal support, and is always in direct
contact with relevant lobby and interest groups (Interview JdB, 2019: 5). Likewise, an effective energy
transition also requires effective intra-governmental communication and coordination (Interview JdB, 2019:
3). It is sometimes unclear who and what agency is working on what project. This occasionally leads to a
situation where two governmental agencies or teams are working on the same project at the same time,
whereas it would be preferred if their efforts are coordinated and stream-lined. Platforms that facilitate an
increase in intra-governmental dialogue efficiency need to be developed and institutionalized as soon as
possible (Interview JdB, 2019: 3). This should not be limited to just intra-governmental communication on
the national level, but should also be developed to include the transnational, regional and local levels. The
relevance of and commitment to efficient dialogue in this international framework is argued also in the FFO
(2016) document, where it is stated that “We [Germany] welcome in-depth dialogue with our European
neighbors and international partners, and aim at cross-border cooperation and solutions. We need joint
solutions in order to reduce global CO2 emissions, limit global warming and create a secure, sustainable and
affordable energy supply” (p. 3).
Government representatives are in favor of increased transnational cooperation, but give different arguments
why. One interviewee (3) argues that transnational partnerships generally offer significant potential for
knowledge exchange, which can help strengthen Germany’s national transition. As countries can learn from
each other, these interlinkages must be explored and exploited where possible (Interview JdB, 2019: 3).
Additionally, it is argued that cross-border connectivity can help mitigate some fundamental problems
stemming from the very nature of RETs like the intermittency problem (Interview JdB, 2019: 6; FFO, 2016:
25). Another interviewee (5) argues that Germany can not wait for transnational policy directives and has to
take measures in its own hands. For example, he argues that the EU emissions trading scheme (EU-ETS) is
not ambitious enough, and here Germany can become a leader and conceptualize a more widespread CO2
pricing system incorporating all transition end-use sectors (such as mobility and heating) (Interview JdB,
2019: 5). In the policy documents from the FFO (2016), BEE (2018) and Agora (2019), CO2 pricing is also
regarded as a key instrument with the potential to disincentivise the production of GHGs, and the
internalization of the cost of CO2 will lead to an increased use of the most economically competitive
mitigation technologies.
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3.2.3 Reinforcing measures
Even though there is substantial debate on how the government can reinforce the efforts of the other two
sectors (Interview JdB, 2019: 5), a few key measures can be distilled from the data. Sector coupling is one of
those measures mentioned by government representatives (3, 5 & 6). Interviewee (6): “Germany needs
innovation, especially in sector coupling domain” (p. 1). Interviewee (3) argues that the government is
actively looking at how to achieve sector coupling, and argues that this “… the integration of the transition of
energy, mobility, housing, farming, industry etc … is important as they can all reinforce each other” (p. 1),
however, interviewee (5) argues that it is as of 2019 unclear how exactly this can be done: “…will it be
through direct electrification or via Power-to-X technologies? No one knows today” (p. 2). The BEE (2018)
and the BDI (2018) policy documents also argue in favor of sector coupling, with the BEE (2018) stating that
the “Coupling of different end-use sectors, technically and by developing common markets, will accelerate
the development and deployment of renewable energy across the board” (p. 3). Sector coupling should not
contain itself to just national sector coupling, but can also be expanded to transnational sector coupling,
where sectors and countries are coupled internationally to exploit learning opportunities (Interview JdB,
2019: 3). The importance of such national and transnational policy partnerships are extensively mentioned in
the FFO (2016) policy document (p. 3; p. 21; p. 25).
For the business sector, it is important for the government to frame the energy transition as a chance rather
than a challenge (Interview JdB, 2019: 3). Increasing awareness that the transition is a chance can also
further reinforce the development of innovations. If such strategy is combined this with a well-focused and
adaptive subsidy policy, then interplay between the government and the business/industry sectors can
significantly invigorated (Interview JdB, 2019: 6). Interestingly, the same interviewee (6) argues that this
government/business interplay has changed substantially since the 1990s. In the 1990s it was the government
that was pushing reluctant businesses to change their business models and design innovations, but that now it
is the government that is reluctant to provide measures that the business sectors is asking for, such as
competitive and all-inclusive CO2 pricing (Interview JdB, 2019: 6). This changing interplay is in large part
due to global optimism that the energy transition is something attainable (Ibid.).
In the BEE (2018) policy document, clear and unambiguous targets form the basis of policy design. The
German government recognizes the need for clear political dedication and targets, and states that it needs to
create a ‘roadmap’, in which various steps to reach the ultimate goal are determined (Interview JdB, 2019:
5). The steps can help make the transition more concrete for the business and civil society sectors.
Additionally, the long-term nature of the transition challenges the often short-term perspectives of
politicians. A long-term roadmap can help overcome this challenge. The roadmap can also help show
political dedication, willingness and leadership, on both short-term and long-term. It is important that the
government proves that it is able to lead the way in the transition and show the other sectors that it is worth
to contribute to the target and goals (Interview JdB, 2019: 5). Embeddedness of such a roadmap within the
international community can also lower the risk of negative effects from German climate action.

3.3 Business key points
3.3.1 Current policy
Within the business and industry sector, the many actors and stakeholders involved have fundamentally
different interests and ideas. They can roughly be divided in three groups: the traditional business and
industry sector, the renewable energy sector and the transmission system operators (TSOs) Even though
differences in opinions and ideas persist between the groups, all of them are united by the idea of upholding
Germany as a worldwide economic powerhouse and stimulate the innovative business and industry sector
(Interview JdB, 2019: 1, 2 & 4).
Especially for the more traditional, energy intensive group of industries (which also includes the Big Four
power companies), the aim is not so much to facilitate the energy transitions, but rather to shape the energy
transition in such a way that it benefits the industry. Core interest of the traditional industries is to keep the
electricity price as low as possible so as not to jeopardize Germany’s leading role in the global
manufacturing sector (Interview JdB, 2019: 1). The most cost-effective transition pathway must be taken
according to this group (Ibid.; BDI, 2018).
The goal of the second group, the renewable energy sector, is to promote renewable electricity in all sectors,
thus including other end-use sectors (Interview JdB, 2019: 4). To this end the renewable energy sector
cooperates intensely with the German government and also, to a lesser extent, with German civil societies.
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According to the BEE (2018) policy document, “Accelerating the transition towards an energy system fully
based on renewables and efficiency is the most promising way to comply with the Paris Climate
Agreement” (p. 2).
A third important player in this sector are the transmission system operators (TSO). These companies are a
semi-governmental institution, which function as a subsidiary of the government yet employ regular business
models aiming at profits (Interview JdB, 2019: 2). The key objective of the TSO companies is to support the
energy transition for a sustainable future in the interest of society, and therefore (1) to integrate renewables
into the electricity system, (2) to develop its transport capacity from region to region with high feed-in to
consumer centers and (3) to make the electricity market more fit for dealing with renewables (Interview JdB,
2019: 2). The market needs to deal with more intermittency and less predictability, and to overcome this,
TSO companies aim to make the electricity market more dynamic, often strongly embedded within
transnational (EU) policy (50Hertz, 2017).

3.3.2 Arguments and measures for an effective transition
The business and industry sector recognizes the need for more sustainable products and business models, and
is actively developing such concepts and ideas (interview JdB, 2019: 1). Where in many policy documents
the need for governmental support is also stressed - “Dedicated research and development policies are
essential for innovations that enable a CO2-neutral, competitive and future-oriented energy system and
economy” (BEE, 2018, p. 4) - various interviewees (1, 2 & 4) argue that in reality such support is often
limited. Additionally, a comprehensive national subsidy program will present Germany with the chance to
become a lead market for innovative, resource-efficient technologies - as well as for digital solutions and
system know-how (Interview JdB, 2019: 1; BDI, 2018). As the demand in this sector is growing globally,
significant economic potential lies here for Germany’s well-developed manufacturing sectors. Sector
coupling can prove beneficial; the BEE (2018) policy document emphasizes that the focus of government
support should “encompass the combined utilization of cross-sectoral integrated holistic solutions” (p. 4).
Even though plenty of chances lie waiting to be exploited, the energy transition also presents Germany with
significant implementation challenges. Mismanaging the implementation (think of excessive feed in- tariffs
and delayed grid expansion) could considerably increase costs and risks or even render the goal unattainable
(BDI, 2018).
In order to overcome the internal differences of the business and industry sector and increase coordination,
dialogue is argued as key measure (Interview JdB, 2019: 2, FFO, 2016, 50Hertz, 2017). As a semigovernmental institution, the TSOs occupy a unique position within the governance web. They can facilitate
a constant dialogue between the government, business/industry and civil society sectors (Interview JdB,
2019: 2). After new policy directives of the government have been established, the TSOs receive feedback
experiences from citizens. These experiences are then redirected back to the government, which then
formulates updated policy to better suit the preferences of the citizens. This process goes back and forth, and
according to interviewee (2) this process is of significant importance regarding an effective energy transition.
It should be emphasized that even though TSOs thus play an important role in facilitating dialogue between
the government, civil society and business sectors, they are explicitly not tasked with conceptualizing policy.
Rather, they provide feedback so that politicians can have a substantiated and well-informed debate. An
example of such a so-called political position paper is the 2017 paper of 50Hertz on proposals of the
European Commission, also referenced in this thesis.

3.3.3 Reinforcing mechanisms
Primarily, the energy transition should be framed
by the government as a chance for the business “[The energy transition is a] unique opportunity for
sector (Interview JdB, 2019: 4; BEE, 2018). The Germany as a location for business and investment,
successful implementation of radical innovations [that] will open up new business opportunities, foster
and novel business models holds significant innovation, create jobs, boost growth and make us less
potential for economic growth and positive dependent on oil and gas imports” (FFO, 2016: 2).
leakage effects to other sectors. Some of these
novel business models are already in a welldeveloped stage, the document mentions that the high demand of RETs has resulted in the creation of a new
production sector, with over 330,000 jobs in Germany alone (FFO, 2016, p. 11). Similarly, both the BDI
(2018) and the BEE (2018) policy documents argue that successful transition efforts will trigger extensive
modernization processes in all sectors of the German economy and will help open up opportunities for new
export markets for Germany’s clean energy technology. As Germany aims to become a leading market in
renewables and energy efficiency measures, governmental support for the development of RETs will in the
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end pay off as new, international RETs markets are developed. As such, proper implementation of energy
transition policy has the potential to reinforce the same implementation in the civil society and government
sectors (BDI, 2018: 16).
Secondly, it is important to increase the motivation of the public to purchase sustainable products such as
renewable energy (Interview JdB, 2019: 1; BEE, 2018). It is argued that the business and industry sectors can
only develop sustainable products such as renewable energy as long as the market - and thus the public - is
interested in them. The current intense energy transition debate in Germany, which goes back nearly a decade
to the 2011 Fukushima nuclear disaster, means that the energy transition and its goals and concepts are
deeply embedded with societal and political structures in Germany (Interview JdB, 2019; 2). In order to
maintain the current momentum, it needs to be recognized that the process for the next decades is not
something incremental but rather requires constant innovations and systemic changes (Interview JdB, 2019:
2). The question that remains however is how to motivate the public to purchase these goods. It is argued that
as the business sectors main objective is to sell, sustainable or not, this sector can not be held responsible for
increasing citizens’ motivations to purchase sustainable goods (Interview JdB, 2019: 1). It is the government
that has a major role to play here, as they can help by providing financial support in the form of subsidies
(Ibid.).
A third reinforcing mechanism comes in the form of integrated EU policy (Interview JdB, 2019: 2; 50Hertz,
2017). As RET effectiveness often depends on local conditions, it is important that electricity can be
transported between regions. Within Germany the TSOs are already working on this (Interview JdB, 2019:
2), but ideally such efforts are coordinated EU-wide. This will increase EU-wide power security (50Hertz,
2017), and can also help reinforce individual countries’ efforts when they witness other countries taking
measures (Ibid.). Germany produces only 2% of global GHG emissions (BDI, 2018), which means that in
order to effectively reduce climate impacts an effective and streamlined effort between various countries is
required (BDI, 2018). The policy directives need to be clear, dynamic and resilient in order to make sure that
the the reinforcing potential is not lost. Furthermore, the transition must also include the local, regional and
national narratives (Interview JdB, 2019: 2). And at those three levels, different stakeholders (civil society,
politics and business/industry) must work together and discuss their perspectives in substantiated dialogue.
As part of the development of the European energy market, the European Union must provide guidelines for
the realization energy transition, but countries and local subregions need to implement activities on the
ground (Ibid.).
A fourth key reinforcing mechanism that the business sector needs is clear, dynamic and unambiguous goals
(Interview JdB, 2019: 1 & 2; BEE, 2018; BDI, 2018). Not only is a clear final objective required, but for
effective efforts by the business sector feasible steps in between also need to be outlined. Related policy
directives on this pathway can come in a myriad of forms, such as executive orders, subsidies or anything
else (Interview JdB, 2019: 1). Formulating long-term goals is naturally a complex dilemma for politicians, as
they also need to cater to the often short-term interests of their electorate. However, goals need to be set on a
time scale of at least 10-15 years, and once they’re set, they must not be changed. This is to make sure that
the goals remain authoritative and definitive over longer timescales than the political election cycle
(Interview JdB, 2019: 2). Whatever form the
policy orders may take, it is important to shape
“A long-term decarbonization strategy needs to have them in such a way that it reinforces the actions
ambitious targets at its core, underpinned by linear of the business and industry, as they have to built
trajectories and supported by enabling policies and the transition (Interview JdB, 2019: 1). It is
measures to achieve the required emission reduction important to study this interplay between the
targets of the Paris Agreement” (BEE, 2018: 2).
government and business/industry sector closely,
as this is where substantial reinforcing potential
lies.
Perspectives on the way in which this interplay between the government and business domains should be
shaped vary throughout the business domain. The traditional industry argue that the government needs to
provide consequential policy directive, but should also be to wary of over-regulation (Interview JdB, 2019:
1). According to interviewee (1), this is already happening and as of 2019 mainly hindering transition efforts
of smaller companies. The renewable energy sector argues that the government should generally play a larger
and more active role in facilitating the transition, especially through financial incentives (Interview JdB,
2019: 4). The BEE policy document (2018) also argues in favor of increased facilitative governmental policy
such as subsidies. According to the TSO companies, governmental support should not be limited to just
technological innovations, but extend itself also to include product innovation. One interviewee (2) illustrates
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this point by arguing that due to the intermittency of RETs, only on short-term a reliable prediction of RET
power output can be made. If - instead of on the long-term - the power purchased is also on short timeframes,
this will help to market renewables more effectively. Additionally, these short term products need to be
complementary to longer-term products. What the TSOs are arguing for is essentially a more dynamic and
liquid energy market (Interview JdB, 2019: 2). The BEE (2018) reinforces this argument, and also argues
that new and flexible market solutions need to be developed and established. An effective CO2 pricing
scheme in combination with this dynamic and ‘deep’ market can also help ensure that businesses and
industries increase their transition efforts at the lowest economic cost (Agora, 2019: 3).

3.4 Civil society key points
3.4.1 Current policy
The German civil society sector is arguably the first initiator of the Energiewende, as in the late 1970s and
early 1980s it was this sector that spawned the anti-nuclear movement, which forms the inspiration of later
transition movements (Interview JdB, 2019: 7, 8 & 9). Since the early 1990s, the government sector has
increasingly calibrated this strong civil momentum in their policies, which means that the transition is now
more institutionalized and politically motivated (Interview JdB, 2019: 7). However, the civil society sector
continues to be active and still plays a substantial role, as evident in the ‘Fridays for Future’ movement
(Interview JdB, 2019: 7; Agora, 2019). It is argued that this movement is one of the key drivers behind the
coal phase-out (Interview JdB, 2019: 7. For more on coal phase-out, see section 3.2.1). In comparison to
other countries, Germany has a very strong civil society domain (Interview JdB, 2019: 9)
As the civil society sector includes individual
households, the civil society sector plays a major role in
changing habits of the people (Interview JdB, 2019: 9),
and building the energy transition on the household level. “Germany’s civil society sector has a high
According to interviewee (7), the civil society sector is participation in the energy transition, and the
mainly focusing on raising awareness, and facilitating transition has a high approval rate among the
dialogue and communication between the various sectors German public” (Interview JdB, 2019: 7).
and actors. This point is also made in the FFO (2016)
policy document, where it is argued that change in daily
habits of people can be promoted through informational campaigns. As previously seen in section 2.2.1, the
German civil society sector is heavily engaged with the energy transition. For example, nearly 70% of the
German public is in favor of the nuclear phase-out, and another 65% is in favor of the coal phase-out (IASS,
2017: 8). The high acceptance and participation of the German civil society domain means that there is
significant interest and momentum from this sector to facilitate the transition (Interview JdB, 2019: 8).
Measures to increase the effectiveness mainly focus on maintaining this momentum and using it to built the
transition on household level, through the “insemination of information and the promotion of the necessity to
all domains regarding the energy transition” (Interview JdB, 2019: 9).

3.4.2 Arguments and measures for an effective transition
Where the business sector concerns itself with business models and making profits, and where the
government sector is about all-inclusive policy directives, the civil society sector talks about people. The
core question that this sector is interested in is ‘How to effectively connect the people to the energy
transition?’ There is no clear answer on this question (interview JdB, 2019: 7). Even in a country like
Germany, certain issues where many stakeholders are involved - such as wind turbine or power line
construction - still create friction between various groups of civil society stakeholders (Interview JdB, 2019:
8). Such friction can pose a significant threat to the effectiveness of the civil society sector’s efforts.
Whenever such a conflict within the civil society sector arises, co-creation of knowledge and a focus on
mutual understanding can help solve issues (Interview JdB, 2019: 7). When the people get more actively
involved in the planning process of wind turbine or power line construction, interviewee (8) expects that
there will be less friction. The creation of awareness and the focusing on mutual understanding are two key
mechanisms required for an effective transition (Interview JdB, 2019: 7 & 8).
The above-mentioned friction exists not only within national borders, but also between countries. Such
friction can have a profound impact on social systems. In one policy document (Agora, 2018), the argument
is made to increase cross-border cooperation in light of minimizing negative social impact of the energy
transition. This is important, because “The benefits of the energy transition are not intrinsically fair in their
social distribution” (Agora, 2018: 2). This is the case for the both the national distribution but also for the
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transnational distribution of such benefits. Public protest concerning fuel and energy pricing has already
widely manifested itself in France in late 2018 with the ‘Yellow Vests’ protests, frightening also German
politicians (Agora, 2019). When the benefits of the transition extend to all German and EU citizens, social
justice and stability will be significantly enhanced (Ibid.). Naturally this is in the interest of politicians and
business leaders alike. In order to make sure that the benefits of the energy transition extend to all citizens
(both within Germany and beyond), it is important to have a socially fair energy transition agenda (Agora,
2018). Such an agenda “should be co-created and adopted by the EU, its Member States, regions, cities and
social partners and should comprise measures targeted at lifting all Europeans out of energy poverty and
addressing all regions and workers adversely affected by the energy transition” (Agora, 2018: 2). The BEE
policy document (2018) also argues that the transition holds chances for the civil society sector mainly
regarding the participation of citizens in production and consumption of energy, more in this in section 3.4.3.
Civil society interviewee (7) argues that it is important for the civil society sector to work together with the
big companies. They can provide the big capital that is required for the energy transition. However, there are
some actors in the civil society sector that argue against big company involvement (Interview JdB, 2019: 7).
They say that because those companies have earned their money with fossil fuel, nuclear electricity and other
non-sustainable practices, the money they provide is “bad” and “dirty” (Ibid.). This perspective is shared by
the older generation (1980s activists) but also by the younger generation. Their biggest fear is that the big
companies might ‘greenwash’ their money and company image by collaborating with civil society. This
intense internal disagreement sometimes complicates setting up projects for RETs (Ibid.).

3.4.3 Reinforcing measures
In the past, the German government provided very extensive subsidy programs and other legislative support
for (small-scale) RETs deployment (such as the FIT, see section 2.2.1), yet in as of 2014 these programs have
been scaled down and in many instances become less accessible. Since 2010, total farmer investment in
RETs has dropped from nearly seven billion euros down to 1.39 billion euros in 2017 (AEE, 2017b). As
such, the first key reinforcing measure for the civil society domain is to expand and decrease the complexity
of the governmental subsidy programs so that more households and civil organizations can join the transition
and benefit from it (Ibid.). The BEE (2018) policy document argues that such reinforced subsidy programs
should go hand in hand with the phase-out of fossil fuel and nuclear energy subsidies. The subsides for fossil
fuels and nuclear energy now counterbalance the subsidy programs for RETs. In the FFO (2016) policy
document, this argument is put in international context, where it is stated that “this expansion [of RETs] is
sometimes hindered by the fact that countries subsidize fossil fuels in order to keep consumer prices low. At
around 325 billion dollars per year, these subsidies are more than twice as high as funding for renewable
energies. If these subsidies were used instead for programmes to improve energy efficiency, three times as
much funding would be available” (p. 21).
Secondly, the local production and consumption of energy needs to be promoted, according to interviewee
(8). The extra surcharge that households have to pay when they consume energy produced by themselves
(which, depending on the situation, ranges between 2,5 cents per kWh and 6 cents per kWh (Interview JdB,
2019: 8)) needs to be removed to provide extra motivation for households to invest in their own energy
production units such as solar PV. The total price, on average, of household-produced energy ranges between
12,5 to 16 cents, whereas the price of energy from the net is on average 25 cents (Interview JdB, 2019: 8).
Even though self-produced energy is significantly cheaper, there is as of 2019 an active discussion around
the ‘solar tax’ (as citizens call the extra surcharge), which mainly focuses around the unfairness of such tax
as not everyone is treated the same1. In order to reinforce civil society efforts, the government needs to
provide policy that promotes local production and local consumption of energy (Ibid.). The FFO (2016)
policy documents states that in the period 2012-2016, the price of the surcharge has declined. Locally
produced and consumed energy needs to be cheaper than energy produced further away (Interview JdB,
2019: 8). The process of producing and consuming energy also needs to be more transparent: the consumer
needs to know exactly where and how the energy is produced, something which is actually forbidden by law
(Ibid.). The ‘prosumer’ (where one produced and consumes simultaneously) needs to be promoted (Ibid.;
BEE, 2018). Local systems will also add extra value to regions, towns and cites. For municipalities, data
from 2016 shows that local value added is the most important reason for them to push the energy transition
in their jurisdictions. Of the 30 municipalities surveyed, 28 (93%) state that local value added is at least one
of the reason to advocate the energy transition (AEE, 2016)
1 As

high energy costs have a knock-on effect on product prices and competitiveness, big, energy-intensive companies
are exempted from the surcharge. In return they do have to invest more money in energy efficiency measures (FFO,
2016)
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A final reinforcing measures for the civil society sector is governmental policy that aims at a socially
inclusive transition: all citizens of Germany need to be involved (Interview JdB, 2019: 7). As Germany has a
very diverse demographic distribution, the social cleavages between the groups will constitute a key
challenge for the coming decades (Interview JdB, 2019: 9). Since 2017, the discussion of ‘energiearmut’, or
energy poverty, has gained traction in Germany and neighboring states like France and the UK (Ibid.). The
Agora (2018) policy document also discusses energy poverty, and states that in 2016, 50 million European
families experience energy poverty (p. 2). Transnational measures aimed at lifting all Europeans out of
energy poverty should be the focus point of policy to address regions and people adversely affected by the
energy transition (Agora, 2018). Between countries exchange of case studies and data should be promoted so
counties can learn from each other (Interview JdB, 2019: 7). Concrete measures that can help reduce energy
poverty include subsidy systems, or a pre-paid acquisition program (Ibid.). According to the BEE (2018)
policy document, “… the consent of citizens, local value creation and education will remain to be the key
factors for a successful decarbonization of the energy system and the wider economy” (p. 4).

3.5 Inferences
This chapter answers three questions: (1) how have the three domains of governance (the government, the
business/industry and civil society sector) facilitated the energy transition, (2) what arguments and measures
do the stakeholders from those domains argue to be the most effective in facilitating the transition and (3)
how can the efforts of each domain be reinforced by the other two domains.
Regarding the first question, since 2013, fundamental changes in Germany’s energy transition governance
system have taken place. First and foremost, the government has refocused the Renewable Energy Law
(EEG) starting in 2014 to facilitate increased market involvement and promote cost-effective technologies.
This was done also done to support the misfortunate Big Four power companies, which nearly went bankrupt
at the start of the 2010s following increased citizen RET cooperatives market share, the economic crisis and
the nuclear phase-out which leaves them with stranded assets. Since the early 2010s, the Big Four and the
rest of the business and industry sector recognize the importance of developing innovations and large scale
RET deployment, which due to the new EEG law is increasingly stimulated by the government. Even though
these new business models came nearly too late for the large utilities, the events that lay at the root of this
development have served as a wake-up call across the business and industry sector, and demonstrated that
without renewables, a future in Germany would be nearly unimaginable. The civil society sector, as the
original promoter and agenda setter of the energy transition, has focused its efforts on maintaining the high
acceptance and participation of the German public in the energy transition and on increasing household
involvement. The active civil society sector has stimulated the Germany government to institutionalize
certain aspects of the vision of civil society domain, which combined with the strong environmentalist
tradition in Germany continues to provide the energy transition with significant public momentum.
Interestingly, due to increased global optimism both the business and civil society sectors are very motivated
to facilitate the transition, it is the government that is more reluctant. Even though the government argues
that it is ‘very willing’ to facilitate the transition, in some cases it has been argued that they reject new
legislative measures that the other two domains need, such as an all-inclusive CO2 pricing scheme.
Additionally, the civil society sector mentions that the process to acquire a license has since 2017 increased
in complexity, off-setting large groups of motivated citizens who want to get involved with the transition.
This institutional inertia is a major barrier encountered by the other two sectors.
For the second question, key measures for an effective energy transition include a focus on dynamic and
‘deep’ market involvement; apart from focusing on technological innovations, new short-term energy
products need to be developed to complement long-term energy products which will also help the electricity
system be more compatible with the intermittency of RETs. Especially in the government sector, internal
communication improvements need to be made so that efforts from the various ministries are streamlined
with efforts of the other ministries, and no work is done double. Both the government and the business sector
aim at sustainable growth, to protect Germany’s strong economic position and argue that it is important to
ensure that the price of electricity remains competitive in Germany compared to its neighboring and
competitor countries. Clear yet ambitious goals paired with extensive and accessible financial incentives for
all domains are two additional facilitative measures to increase the effectivity of the energy transition. Key
overlying research focus area relates to sector coupling of all end-use sectors. Such research efforts can also
help increase dialogue efficiency and, if properly embedded within transnational partnerships, can promote
international knowledge exchange. Finally, the civil society sector can help facilitate the transition by raising
awareness and providing education on energy topics. This has the potential to increase the number of citizens
actively involved with the energy transition.
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The final question is how the separate sectors can reinforce the efforts of the other sectors. To this end,
institutionalized dialogue can help to conceptualize inclusive policy in which the perspective of all sectors
are included. It can also help to streamline the efforts of separate sectors which, through knowledge
exchange and learning opportunities, will significantly enhance those efforts. Regulatory frameworks need to
aim at increasing citizen, business and investor involvement. Ambitious and far-reaching transnational
partnerships, such as a more ambitious and all-inclusive CO2 pricing scheme, will help motivate all sectors to
take action and replace current polluting systems for other less polluting and cost-effective systems. Even
though transnational partnerships are important, local systems promoting ‘prosumers’ (where one produces
and consumes energy) need to be encouraged and stimulated. Such novel systems would require far-reaching
legal and societal changes but once established can form part of the essence of a sustainable society.
Additionally, a socially-inclusive policy agenda integrating all demographic groups will significantly
enhance social stability and support for the energy transition. The business and industry sectors argue that a
key focus should be to increase citizen motivation to purchase and invest in sustainable products, and that it
is the government that should provide suitable financial incentives to stimulate this. Interestingly enough, it
is the argued by the government that this is not their responsibility.
It has become clear that the energy transition is deeply embedded within Germany’s society. Likewise,
government policy has shown that it is also embedded within SDGs 7 and 13. Similarly to the SDGs, the
German energy transition urges for climate action and climate protection and encourages clean and
affordable energy to all people. The ultimate goal of the German energy transition is to make the national and
global energy supply more secure, sustainable and affordable. Germany continues to expand its RETs use,
however, the challenge is to steer this expansion in such a way that these sources remain affordable and
increase German energy security, and do not impair Germany’s strong economic position. One solution could
be high-intensity transnational power connections that can effectively supply power from where it is
generated to where it is needed. Even though such transnational connections can significantly enhance the
energy transition on a global scale, it is important not to lose sight of the local levels, and to ensure that
potential positive externalities also impact local systems.
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4 Conclusion
In this conclusion, the main research question and the over-arching research question will be discussed, after
which the findings are placed in broader societal and scientific context. The main research question that this
individual thesis answers is ‘Under what conditions can the energy transition in Germany most effectively be
facilitated to meet the requirements of the Paris Agreements by 2050?’ In section 4.1, the contextual factors
that have brought Germany in the frontrunner position that it currently occupies and the findings to the
question are discussed. Being embedded within a wider thesis trichotomy, the over-arching research question
of this thesis project is ‘Under what conditions can the energy transition in Western-Europe most effectively
be facilitated to meet the requirements of the Paris Agreements by 2050?’ In section 4.2, this question is
answered.

4.1 The case of Germany
Five key contextual factors that explain why Germany was able to become an energy transition frontrunner
have been found in scientific literature and empirical data. The first factor is the active civil society sector
promoting early RET deployment. In combination with the strong environmentalist tradition in Germany,
which manifested itself as early as the 1970s, the energy transition was swiftly embedded within public
discussion and debate. This created significant momentum and continues to be one of the main drivers
behind the German energy transition. A second factor is the early governmental support that the energy
transition received from the government in the 1990s. Extensive subsidy programs (such as the FIT law)
provided huge financial incentives for the already active civil society sector to further strengthen their
efforts, which gave rise to new energy cooperatives. The 1998-2005 Red-Green government further enhance
energy transition policy. A third factor, landscape developments, increased pressure on the system regime.
Liberalization for example allowed the new energy cooperatives to increase their power and market share.
Other key landscape developments include the 2008 financial-economic crisis and the 2011 Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear disaster. A fourth factor is the modern German manufacturing sector that was able to benefit
from new technological developments. The creation of an entirely new job sector, employing in 2019 over
330.000 people, significantly enhanced German political motivation to stimulate the development of
technological innovations. A final factor is the political situation in Germany. Chancellor Merkel is a scientist
and recognizes the threat of global climate change, which means that even though Merkel is associated with
the CDU (a liberal-conservative political party), the energy transition is as a topic institutionalized within
mainstream German politics. Furthermore, since 2017 the Green party in Germany has been growing,
reflecting increased public interest in sustainability issues.
The above-mentioned dynamics have provided Germany with the context required for the early adaption of
the energy transition. They thus form important explanatory factors as to why Germany was able to become
an energy transition frontrunner. However, it has become clear that this interplay is subject to change. This
change stems from landscape developments, political discourse changes and changes in the societal and
scientific debate. While some of these changes will help strengthen transition efforts, others will challenge it.
Even though the context is changing, the question that remains is what conditions need to be met in order to
effectively facilitate the energy transition. Seven conditions to need to be met for an effective energy
transition in Germany by 2050 have been identified; (1) well-established institutionalized dialogue, (2)
dynamic and deep market involvement, (3) reinforced focus on economic growth, (4) a socially-inclusive
policy agenda, (5) fortified governmental regulatory frameworks, (6) increased awareness and education and
(7) integrated local systems embedded within far-reaching transnational partnerships.
Well-established institutionalized dialogue is a condition that can help overcome the barrier of complexity.
Substantiated debate and strong communication and consultation measures should aim at aligning the efforts
of the domains and at incorporation the different perspectives, as such allowing for inclusive policy
development with which all domains are content. Dialogue can also help overcome the barrier of institutional
inertia. Dynamic and deep market involvement is a condition especially relevant for the business and
industry domain, where competitive power pricing and a focus on maintaining Germany’s strong economic
position can ensure active business involvement. The 2014 EEG amendments are a first step to this end.
Similarly to the second condition, the focus on economic growth is a condition most relevant to this business
and industry domain. A socially-inclusive policy agenda is a key condition relevant for the stability of social
systems within Germany. Inclusive policy should also aim at increasing participation and acceptance of
energy transition topics, and focus on reducing energy poverty. Reinforced governmental regulatory
frameworks is an important conditionality for both the business and civil society domains. Transparent,
extensive and accessible governmental programs should aim at increasing both domains’ efforts through for
example financial incentives, promoting R&D, and clear and ambitious goals. Ideally, the recent scaling!34

down of RET support is reversed and increased again. Increased awareness and eduction are key conditions
for the publics participation, and is important to maintain current momentum. A focus point for this
conditions is also on the changing of habits to increase the publics motivation to purchase sustainable
products. The final conditions for an effective energy transition in Germany are integrated local systems
embedded within far-reaching transnational partnerships. The construction of local systems and the
promotion of the ‘prosumer’ holds significant reinforcing potential especially for individual households, yet
such systems should also be embedded within a transnational framework in which also the business/industry
domains are included. In table 1, all contextual factors and conditions are put together with an explanation
why they are important.
The business and industry domain argues that they are ready and willing to further shape the energy
transition. They can benefit from new technological innovations, new (foreign) markets and the frontrunner
role that Germany occupies. The civil society sector is also very motivated to facilitate the energy transition.
Public participation and acceptance of the energy transition remain remarkably high. However, due to lower
financial support for RETs and increased governmental support for the traditional utilities, some of this
momentum is now on the verge of being lost. The Big Four utilities are continuously impeding the efforts of
the triangle of governance, as they have done for decades (see figure 3). This is hardly surprising, as policy
guidelines dictating the closure of the nuclear and coal power stations, financial-economic stress within the
Big Four and increased power of traditional niche energy cooperations all continue threaten the existence of
these powerful industry incumbents. When their weakness became painfully clear in the early 2010s, the big
utility companies only avoided bankruptcy by virtue of extensive active and passive government support.
Decreased support for civil society RET deployment has played a large role in this respect as well. It now
appears as if the traditional utilities have managed to re-establish themselves, yet structural changes in their
business models are necessary if they wish to endure and survive the next steps in the energy transition.
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Contextual factors and conditions for an effective energy transition for Germany by 2050
Contextual factors

Explanation

1. Active civil society

Strong environmentalist tradition means high acceptance and
participation of energy transition

2. Early extensive governmental
support

Financial support in the early 1990s is a key reason for widespread
deployment of RETs

3. Modern manufacturing sector

High-tech industry allows German economy to benefit from the
energy transition

4. Landscape developments

Liberalization, the 2008 financial-economic crisis and the
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster are key moments and turning
points in German energy transition policy and timeline

5. Political situation

The Red-Green government from 1998-2005 provided extensive
support for RETs in the form of the EEG. Since 2014 EEG has been
been scaled down.

Conditions

Explanation

1. Well-established institutionalized
dialogue

Communication and coordination should aim at alignment of efforts
and at incorporating all perspectives from the three domains as such
allowing for inclusive policy conceptualization with which all
domains are content. Additionally, substantiated dialogue can be
used to help overcome the increased complexity of the energy
transition

2. Dynamic and deep market
involvement

Especially argued by the business/industry domain and since 2014
institutionalized by the government following EEG amendments

3. Reinforced focus on economic
growth

Argued by both the business/industry and government domains.
Competitive power pricing can help ensure economic growth

4. Socially-inclusive policy agenda

Relevant for the stability of social systems. Inclusive policy should
also aim at increasing participation and acceptance of the energy
transition. Focus should also be on reducing energy poverty

5. Fortified governmental regulatory Important for both the business/industry and civil society domains,
frameworks
transparent, extensive and accessible governmental program should
aim at increasing both domains’ efforts through for example
financial incentives, promoting R&D, and clear and ambitious goals.
The recently decreased governmental support for RETs needs to be
increased again
6. Increased awareness and
education

Argued by the civil society domain, important to maintain current
momentum of the German public regarding the energy transition.
Focus here should also be on the changing of habits to increase the
publics motivation to buy sustainable products

7. Integrated local systems
embedded within transnational
partnerships

The construction of local systems and the promotion of the
‘prosumer’ holds significant reinforcing potential especially for
individual households, yet such systems should be embedded within
a transnational framework also including business/industry domains
through for example CO2 pricing

Table 1: contextual factors and facilitating conditions for an effective energy transition in Germany by
2050
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Contextual factor and conditions for an effective energy transition in Germany by 2050

Figure 4: contextual factors and conditions for an effective energy transition in Germany by 2050. Current
challenges and contextual factors can be found on the left side, conditions and events are found in the
middle section and (potential) implications and future developments can be found on the right side. An
analytical distinction is made between the three levels of landscape, regime and niche. In the far-right the
proposed theoretical pathways to facilitate the conditions for the regime and niche levels respectively can be
found. Source: own.
The integration of the three theories means that a wide range of analytical concepts could be used in the
analysis from the outset. Based on the concept list derived from the theoretical framework (see appendix IV),
concepts from all three utilized theories resonate in the findings. In figure 4 (found in large in appendix III),
the contextual factors and conditions from table 1 are placed within the conceptual framework originally
developed in chapter 1. To help assess and evaluate the findings in this thesis the distinction between the
three analytical levels from transition theory is maintained. The findings of this thesis have been placed
within this analytical trichotomy. Moving from the left to right across the figure, in 2019 civil society factors
are most influential in the niche level, and established political and business/industry factors determine
regime level dynamics. In the landscape, underlying environmental stressors provide a near constant window
of opportunity to well-nurtured and empowered niches. Current challenges include the manifestation of
energy poverty, the complexity of the energy transition and institutional inertia. Game changers which
continue to shape the energy transition include the 1998 liberalization of the energy market, 2008 financialeconomic crisis and the 2011 Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster (see also subsection 2.2.2). Conditions
required to overcome the challenges and utilize the potential momentum of the contextual factors and game
changers have been divided in two categories: (1) feasible, adaptive adjustments, and (2) radical societal/
governance changes. The first category is characterized by regime-related conditions that are facilitated
through regime actors, and the second is characterized by niche-related conditions that will require niche
actors to facilitate the conditions. For an effective energy transition by 2050, both the feasible as well as the
radical conditions need to be realized. If these conditions are then implemented correctly and
comprehensively, extensive changes to the governance system, societal structures and people’s habits will
redefine the way society cultivates the energy transition. Deep regime developments such as the coal and
nuclear phase-out can either help or hinder this process, depending on how those phase-outs are carried in
the three societal domains. This redefinition will resonate on both the regime as well as the niche level, and
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due to the interlinked nature of the three analytical levels most likely on the landscape level as well. The
ultimate goal of this entire process is a sustainable environment-society relationship, promoting growth as
well as environmental well-being. Both ecological modernization and circular economy provide guidelines to
reach this final goal, however the focus of these guidelines differs. For ecological modernization, the focus is
arguably on the regime-related dynamics and conditions, and for circular economy the focus is arguably on
niche-related dynamics and conditions. Whichever approach is desired will determine what theory is best
utilized to conceptualize and shape the energy transition. A regime focus can best employ ecological
modernization theory, and a niche focus can best employ circular economy theory. However, for the most
effective energy transition in Germany, both theoretical pathways should be combined to include all
domains, actors and dynamics in Germany’s transition governance system. This thesis provides in the
theoretical framework a first exploratory integration of these theories, but this more empirical research is
needed.
This thesis’ case study demonstrates in greater detail the conditions required for an effective energy transition
in Germany by 2050. Potential reinforcing measures between the three domains have been studied and
described. Additionally, various challenges have been identified. How these challenges can be overcome
using the found conditions and reinforcing measures has also been demonstrated. Based on the literature
review, the interviews and the policy documents the measures most important for an effective energy
transition in Germany include dynamic and deep-rooted market involvement focusing on sustainable growth,
a transparent and socially-inclusive policy agenda, a well-established, long-term governmental support
program providing financial incentives to develop innovations and integrated local, national and
transnational systems promoting the development of the ‘prosumer’. How exactly these measures need to be
concretely implemented is still up for debate in Germany, and should be the focus point of future research.
What is clear is that in 2019, it is not only the Big Four that need to critically assess their business models,
but that in order to limit the impact of global climate change and to achieve SDG 7 and 13, a critical
rethinking of the entire socio-technical system is required.

4.2 Cross-analysis to France and The Netherlands
This thesis is embedded within a wider thesis project incorporating two additional theses, one focusing on
France and one focusing on The Netherlands respectively. Employing the same theoretical framework and
methodology, the ultimate goal of this wider thesis project is to cross-analyze between the three theses to
come to a comprehensive answer to the over-arching research question: ‘Under what conditions can the
energy transition most effectively be facilitated to meet the requirements of the the Paris Agreements in
2050?’ This final subchapter focusses itself on answering this question.
Similarly to Germany, both the French and the Dutch argue that a healthy investor environment promoting
innovations and novel business models is one of the most important conditions for an effective energy
transition (Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019; Pront, 2019). Such an environment will stimulate efforts of both the
business and the civil society domains, and it is the government that should provide the blueprint for it
(Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019; Pront, 2019). In Germany, a country further in the energy transition relative to
France and The Netherlands, this same point came up, however it is argued that the German government will
most likely have a decreased role in this process in the coming decades (see section 3.2.1). In The
Netherlands, the investors are also stimulated to design efficiency improvements across all end-use sectors of
energy (Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019). In France however it is argued that due to the strong dynamics between
EDF and the French government, governmental support in France is mainly targeting the deployment of
well-established RETs, such as solar PV or wind turbines, and not so much new, radical innovations (Pront,
2019). This significantly hinders the development of a healthy and unrestrained investor environment.
In all three countries, findings show that high citizen awareness, high public participation and high education
of society about energy transition topics are important conditions required for an effective transition
(Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019; Pront, 2019; see also subsection 3.4). In France, the civil society domain argues that
it is in the best position to meet these conditions (Pront, 2019), as this domain can reach many citizens.
Nonetheless, in many instances the civil society domain feels unrecognized by the government and the
business domains. The potential strength of this domain should however not be underestimated and became
undoubtedly apparent in late 2018 during the Yellow Vests protest in France (Ibid.). In The Netherlands,
findings indicate that high civil acceptance and public participation are especially relevant for the
government domain as it can increase total societal support for any policy agenda focusing on the energy
transition (Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019).
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Transparent policy and regulatory frameworks are argued to be one of the key measures for an effective
energy transition in France (Pront, 2019). The blurry and opaque nature of the carbon tax installed by the
French government in 2014 was at the end on 2018 the final spark igniting the Yellow Vests protests (Ibid.).
The people of France are willing to support the transition, yet it is important for them to know where their
money is allocated to. In The Netherlands, the findings show an increased focus on inclusivity (SawickaWrzask, 2019). A well-established, inclusive policy agenda aiming to include all demographic groups in the
energy transition is regarded as one of the key conditions for an effective energy transition in The
Netherlands (Ibid.). In Germany, especially the civil society domain argue for transparency and inclusivity
(see subsection 3.4.3). Furthermore, transparent and inclusive policy can help reinforce efforts to increase
public awareness and participation. Similarly to Germany (see subsection 3.2.2), The Netherlands is arguing
that regulatory frameworks need to be deeply rooted in transnational partnerships (Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019).
Such partnerships should focus on knowledge exchange between the countries. Once such partnerships have
been established between various countries, learning experiences can be shared between the cooperating
countries enhancing their individual efforts.
At the time the EU pushed for a liberalization of the European energy market, the German Big Four utilities
controlled the German electricity market. The liberalization provided the German niche energy cooperatives
with a window of opportunity to penetrate the electricity market and significantly threaten the survival of the
Big Four oligopoly (see also subsection 3.2.2). In France, the EDF (Électricité de France) has a near
monopoly on the French electricity market, controlling over 80% of the market (Pront, 2019). Interestingly,
the government of France is actively supporting the EDF and has set up various governmental structures
hindering the liberalization of the energy market (Ibid.). Additionally, most of the electricity produced by the
EDF is based on nuclear power sources, which - after the power stations are constructed - is relatively cheap
to produce. This means that new energy cooperatives face difficulties penetrating the French energy market
(Ibid.). Where in Germany it was the liberalization of the energy market that was one of the key conditions to
facilitate the original grow of RETs electricity market share (see subsection 3.2.2), in France the power block
established between the French government and EDF is a large explanatory factor for the low percentage of
RETs in France (Ibid.). In table 2, shared conditions that will determine an effective energy transition in
Western-Europe by 2050 have been juxtaposed.
Reciprocal conditions between the three cases
Conditions

Explanation

1. Healthy investor environment

Policies should focus on creating an atmosphere that inspires and
stimulates environmentally-friendly investment from businesses,
industries and citizens alike. Once such an investor environment
has been established, individual investments will also be able to
benefit from each other, thus reinforcing such efforts

2. Awareness, participation &
education

Especially the civil society domain can help create favorable
conditions for an effective energy transition through educational
programs focused on raising awareness and participation. Once
participation and acceptance of the energy transition are at an
increased level, societal stability and resilience will increase.
Proposed levels are based on German values of upwards of 70%
acceptance and participation (IASS, 2017)

3. Transparent & inclusive policy

A holistic approach to the energy transition will significantly
increase social acceptance and thus has to potential to enhance
efforts regarding point 2. Transparent policy is also required by the
business domain, and should paired with clear goals

4. Transnational partnerships

International cooperation has significant potential to enhance each
individual countries’ efforts through knowledge exchange and can
also help overcome intermittency issues of RETs

Table 2: matching and reciprocal conditions across the three case study’s. Source: Sawicka-Wrzask, 2019;
Pront, 2019; own.
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Data from France indicates that the French energy transition pathway is mostly in line with ecological
modernization theory. In France, the government and the EDF strongly cooperate and the government has
established political structures that make it hard for new energy cooperatives to penetrate the electricity
market. The interplay between established business and government actors is also characterized by a focus
on sustainable growth. The civil society domain is less well-established compared to Germany, but remains a
powerful actor. Like in Germany, this domain mainly facilitates the energy transition through circular
economy concepts, where the emphasis is on technological innovations, new business models, raising
awareness and promoting social inclusivity. But, as previously mentioned, the government and business
domain dominate and are the main energy transition agenda setters in France.
In The Netherlands, findings indicate that the Dutch energy transition should focus its efforts to facilitate the
transition following circular economy conceptualization. However, empirical data shows that currently, there
is no clear focus on either. Traditionally ecological modernization concepts such as infrastructural expansion
and improvement, research and development and transnational partnerships resonate across all domains. The
same can be argued for circular economy theory, where concepts such as new, radical innovations, equal
playing fields and inclusivity appear across the three domains. Nonetheless, and similarly to France and
Germany, the core, underlying emphasis of Dutch energy transition policy remains focused on sustainable
growth.
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Reflection
As a Master’s thesis, this research was naturally subject to various limitations. Limited time and resources
mean that the study is confined to smaller-scale research. Even though during the research design phases it
was considered to focus on one sector instead of all three, the final decision was made to study the entire
triangle of governance. This means that instead of increased emphasis and focus on the details of the
dynamics within one sector, a broader picture is painted. In the end, this was the right decision as in complex
issues such as the energy transition it it especially the interlinkages between sectors and stakeholder groups
that are the most interesting. Focus on one of the sectors would most likely have meant that these dynamics
were due to focus on details. Due to limited planning time, only nine interviews were conducted in total.
However, in order for this study to remain reliable, these interviews have been supplemented by data from
published policy documents from all three domains. This cross-analyzation between the interview data and
the policy documents also increase internal validity of the study.
The choice of theories in the very beginning of the project naturally has a profound impact on how the
research is conducted further down the road. The chosen theories define what concepts are researched and
how those concepts are used in wider analysis. The choice of transition theory has proved especially
beneficial as it provided a well-established framework and guidelines to further conceptualize the energy
transition. The trichotomy of niche, regime and landscape were especially useful to understand how the
events and phenomena in those three levels triggered reactions and impacted subsequent events in other
levels. The integration of transition theory with ecological modernization and circular economy provided a
theoretical challenge as never before these theories were integrated together to form one comprehensive
theoretical framework. Naturally, if other theories were chosen, the outcomes would be different as the
concepts and interview guide would be quite different.
The case studies chosen actually provided this thesis project with a well-founded and relevant base to built
the research upon. France, The Netherland and Germany are all three modern democratic states which mean
that data is in many cases easily accessible. In the case of Germany, the interviewees nearly all spoke fluent
English. Many of the other datasources used were also available in English. All these conditions mean that
the German case was high in researchability, something that also resonates in the completeness of the data
sets and final findings. Because Germany is situated close to The Netherlands (from which this thesis was
written), a short trip to Germany was also undertaken to experience first hand how the energy transition is
embedded within German society. The high citizen involvement was for example evident in school kids
advertising a climate strike (“Fridays for Future”), and the large scale deployment of solar PV on
farmhouses. If this thesis had to be re-done, I would only make little changes to how it was conducted. Most
prominently, I would try to increase the amount of empirical data, as it would allow for more generalizability
potential.
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Appendix I - Conceptual framework in large
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Appendix II - Energy mix and major developments Germany 1990 - 2019 in large
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Appendix III - Conceptual framework revisited in large
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Appendix IV - Concept list
Transition theory

Circular economy

Landscape
Game changers
Societal structures
Macro-developments
Climate change
Environmental stress
Paris Agreement

Reduce
Reuse
Recycle
Remanufacture
Novel business models
Business
Economic structures
Cradle-to-cradle
Industrial symbiosis
Path-dependency
Lock-in
Research and development
Radical innovations
Socio-technical transition
Efficiency improvements
Systems thinking
Socially-inclusive policy agenda
Education
Awareness
Local system

Regime
Triangle of governance
Political structures
Established civil society
Economic structures
Industry
Policy
Infrastructure
Lock-in
Path-dependency
Government
Top-down
EU
Inside knowledge
Clear goals
Niche
New radical innovations
Novelties
Micro-level
Shielding
Nurturing
Empowering
Bottom-up
Knowledge exchange

Ecological modernization
Business as usual
Socio-technical transition
Industrial metabolism
Sustainable growth
Green growth
Economic growth
Sustainable development
Government intervention
Policy-oriented
Positive-sum game
Environment-society relationships
Environmental regulation
Transnational partnerships
Efficiency improvements
Clear goals
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Appendix V - Content analysis table
Document information
Document title:
Country of origin:
Date of publication:
Author(s):
Translated from: [only if applicable]
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affordabl
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energy
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2015 Paris Landscap Regime
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Appendix VI - Interview guide
ET = energy transition
For government
1. What has your government been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
2. Do you think the government has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who? If so,
why?
3. Does the government collaborate with business and civil society? If so, how?
4. What challenges does the government face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these challenges be
overcome?
5. What instruments can help the government facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be reinforced?
6. What can the government do to motivate business and civil society to take action?
7. Will your country meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
For business
1. What has your business been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
2. Do you think the business sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who? If
so, why?
3. Does the business sector collaborate with government and civil society? If so, how?
4. What challenges does the business sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these challenges be
overcome?
5. What instruments can help the business sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?
6. What can the business sector do to motivate government and civil society to take action?
7. Will your country meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
For civil society
1. What has civil society been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
2. Do you think the civil society sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who?
If so, why?
3. Does the civil society sector collaborate with business and government sectors? If so, how?
4. What challenges does the civil society sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
5. What instruments can help the civil society sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?
6. What can the civil society sector do to motivate business and government sectors to take action?
7. Will your country meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
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Appendix VII - Anonymized interview notes
‘[…]’ indicate instances where names of interviewees or businesses/institutions were anonymized for ethics
reasons
Interview 1 - April 5th, 2019
Business/industry sector
1.

What has your business been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

The […] is an umbrella organization that includes 36 smaller industry associations. Concerning their energy
interests, they can roughly be divided in four groups:
Energy intensive group: industry that uses a lot of energy and focuses mainly on pricing of energy
Technology group: focused more on innovation and less on pricing,
Energy producers
Smaller industrial businesses and firms
For the […] it is a central task to integrate all of them because they have some different interests and ideas,
but all of them are united by the idea of keeping Germany an innovative industry country with working value
chains . The […] does not aim to facilitate the energy transitions, but rather it attempts to shape it in such a
way that it benefits the industry. Important here is the worldwide competitiveness of the German industry
sector. A second important idea is that the value chains for the production of goods often lie entirely in
Germany (raw material extraction, manufacturing and service). The […] aims to have this maintained.
The […] regards renewable energy technology (RET) as an important part of the ET, but sees them always in
close link with the development of electricity prices. Various groups within the [...] are involved in RET
production (electro and machine building), but the RET sector is by far not […] only concern.
The energy transition is a smaller section of the climate issues, and nowadays the focus is often also placed
on other sectors involved such a mobility and housing. Often a global approach is taken and necessary to
these issues.
The in-depth study “Klimapfade für Deutschland” written by BCG and Prognos on behalf of [...] utilizes a
bottom up approach as opposed to other institutions such as the IPCC, who often take a top down approach.
[...] would advice to take a bottom up approach to the transition, as the integration and involved of experts
from the businesses can provide a much more detailed and clearer picture of the situation.
Stop talking about goals and start taking actual measures. It is important to find the most cost-effective way
to reduce emissions and shape the transition.
2.

Do you think the business/industry sector has the most important role in shape the ET? If not, then
who? If so, why?

The goals must be decided by the government. The question is what will they decide and how: executive
orders, subsidies, norms etc. Businesses and industry needs to follow. There is always a danger of overregulation in the future. This in some instances already starting now. This makes the transition impractical,
and is a bigger problem for smaller businesses compared to bigger business because smaller firms employ
less people and this might not have the knowledge and manpower available to manage all the regulations.
3.

Does your company collaborate with government and civil society? If so, how?

[...] is a top lobby group of industry. As such, it has many contacts with government. Civil society is the
public, with which it interacts through press, TV, social media, conferences etc.
4.

What challenges does the business/industry sector face in trying to shape the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
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One central claim for industry is that energy does not become too expensive. Keep competitiveness of
Germany as a whole in mind, and maintain the level playing field regarding global trade. Every industrial
sub-sector now has smaller policy directives. State taxes on energy increase price of energy and thus
jeopardize competitiveness.
5.

What instruments can help the business/industry sector shape the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?

Overarching goal of politics is climate protection. Companies have to adapt their products (for example the
car industry). Come up with novelties and innovations.
It is currently unclear what instruments will be there in the future. More research is needed, more practical
test to technological solutions are required. Novel concepts need to be funded and studied. Government
should provide subsidies to develop these new concepts. This goes through trial and error and learning
experiments. Currently, government policy is not sufficient: the concepts are there, but the government
support is too low.
6.

What can the business/industry sector do to motivate government and civil society sectors to take
action?

Government is the primary climate management and protection institution. Knowledge from the industry
should however feed into the government to enable a more efficient transition. The industry sector is only
one part of the debate. As the industry has to built the transition, their voice quite important. The government
should listen to industry’s experts, who know the market and technology, to help shape the transition.
7.

Will Germany meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?

The international goals are rather vague. In Germany, the debate and to what these goals oblige is currently
ongoing. It is argued that the market needs a bigger role. Parliament looks at 2030 deadline rather than 2050.
Whatever the goal may be, it will be a costly exercise, and key is that politics acts in a cost effective way and
gives the right framework to the market.
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Interview 2 - April 10th, 2019
Business/industry sector
1.

What has your business been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

Three areas: 1st is to connect areas with a lot of renewable energy units to the grid. RETs are often deployed
in other places with more space and good solar/wind conditions. Space, natural conditions and price of land
are the important triggers. As the industry and cities does not follow to new power generation places, the
power needs to be transported to their current locations. This means a significant expansion need for high
voltage power grid (electricity highways).
2nd: innovations regarding the daily operation of the electricity system. Forecasting tools, interventions to
secure supply and reliability, cooperation with partners in other sectors, with distribution grids and TSOs
from other countries. Role comparable to an air traffic controller: keep control of the power system. Use
innovative tools to this end.
3rd: concerning electricity market. [...] is neutral in the market, but is also permanently suggesting to
integrate new market products in the EU market. For example short term electricity products. Renewables
can not always guarantee to supply power neither for a longer period nor for long time in advance, but are
often more predictable on the short term. If the purchased power is also based on short timeframes, this will
help to market effectively renewables. Short term products need to be complementary to long term products.
Also other players should enter this market (consumers who suggest lowering their demand, storage
owners…). It is essential to make the market more dynamic and liquid. Push more for shorter time products
(units) of selling, to be more in line with RETs intermittency due to weather conditions.
Goal of [...] is to drive the transition, not to wait around until others find solutions. Talk to politicians and
public, NGOs and industry, we need to adapt our way of behaving and thinking, renewables are a real game
changer in our business (ties in to 3rd area: more dynamic power market).
2.

Do you think the business/industry sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not,
then who? If so, why?

[...] mission to facilitate to allow the system to accommodate with highest shares of renewables and to
decarbonize in 2050. But also to maintain electricity system security, and to improve efficiency to keep the
energy pricing as low as possible. The transition is a delicate process (no possibility of “trial and error”), but
also needs to go quick. It is important to keep the risk low as potential damage of major failures would be
dramatic. Learning and adapting processes are important: we need to come up with new products to cope
with the challenges that arise. New tools and methods are required.
3.

Does your company collaborate with government and civil society? If so, how?

[...] has good overview of the system, and direct contacts to government and civil society. It can use this
overview to predict developments, to help assessing how to master them and how they work out. [...] is in
constant dialogue with public, NGOs, associations, academia and municipalities. The perspectives and
insights gained from this dialogue are shared in the political arena. Everyday experiences from [...] feed into
the gov system. Naturally, [...] is not the one to make political decisions, but to give feedback so politicians
can have a substantiated and well-informed debate. The government is the main responsible institutions to
conceptualize policy, [...] gives feedback based on their experience and information. This goes back and
forth. As the energy transition is a society project, it is important to integrate society as well. Integrate
industry sector, consumer sector as well.
RGI: Renewables Grid Initiatives. Association of energy cooperations. Teamwork between NGOs and grid
operators to shape effective energy transition and not lose momentum is important.
Europe must frame the ET, but countries and local subregions need to implement activities on the ground.
Therefore ET must make sense and be part of the local, regional and national narrative as well..EU, nation,
and region must be addressed. And at those three levels, different stakeholders (civil society, politics,
industry, NGOs…) must be addressed in a real dialogue.
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4.

What challenges does the business/industry sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?

Complexity stemming from the many levels, sectors and interests. Technical, social and market challenges.
The transition is also an emotional process, especially for the public and civil society. We can’t continue in
the linear way: challenge arises, R&D processes, solution is found, and new challenge arises – ET is a game
changer and has potentially a disruptive character. On top of this classic complexity to steer the system and
develop the grid appropriately, we now also have to be innovative in all the areas involved. Instead of the
linear approach to solving challenges, we now have to make fundamental changes to the roots of the system.
This makes ET quite unique.
We need to be innovative. There is not one solution, but rather a puzzle with many elements that are needed
to shape the ET. No silver bullet. Change the way we enter into dialogue, develop new asset technology, new
processes and tools. We need to change the entire electricity system. Develop more intelligent hardware and
software.
We also need to be innovative on the market side: new product closer to real time (see Q1), permanent
innovations. Think across sectors (business sectors) and levels.
No possibility to test in a safe environment. Innovations are made in the real business system for grid
operators. No room to fail, but yet need to innovate and to keep pace. That’s the exciting part of today’s TSO
business.
5.

What instruments can help the business/industry sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments
be reinforced?

Skipped
6.

What can the business/industry sector do to motivate government and civil society sectors to take
action?

Different situation in Germany compared to France and NL. There has been an intense debate in Germany
for the last ten years at least. This debate is already in the middle of society and politics. Fukushima for
example, wind development debate, offshore evolution, coal phase-out etc. Heavy commitment to invest in
the energy transition in Germany: 25 billion/year for renewables. Debate is already there so many people,
businesses and institutions take action. What is needed now for step: clarify and stick to the mid-term goals.
What is the next step to go to 80/90% renewables energy mix. This development is not incremental anymore,
but requires innovation and systemic changes. If you want to get rid of the fossil fuels and mitigate climate
change, then we need clarity about the next 10-15 years. Depending on timeframe and objective, we can
solve a lot. But goals need to be clear and maintained to create confidence and clarity! This is naturally a
dilemma for politicians, as every 4 years there are elections, but the energy transition may require decades.
Businesses must think over decades.
7.

Will Germany meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?

Skipped
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Interview 3 - April 15th, 2019
Government sector
8.

What has the government been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

The [...] is part of Ministry of Environment (so a governmental agency) but also works a lot with the [...]. As
energy issues are dealt with on various departments, the [...] is sometimes stuck between these departments.
They make research papers and provide advice to the national government on environmental issues.
[...] looks also at sector coupling, which is the integration of the transition of energy, mobility, housing,
farming, industry etc. This is important as they can all reinforce each other.
The [...] works closely with [...], especially regarding the coal phase out. In this respect, [...] basically does
three things: it gives tailor-made advice on regions that are involved, it explores how to get more renewables
in the system, and it analyzes questions regarding optimizing schemes of system and renewables.
The [...] provides advice throughout transnational, national, regional and local levels. The interaction
between these levels within the [...] could be better. The problem here is a physical one. As the main offices
of [...] are in Leipzig and in Berlin, most people they work with and interact with are from those regions.
People from the south are sometimes under represented. This is a problem of distance. Individually
(individual employees of [...] that is) this is less of a problem.
9.

Do you think the government has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who? If
so, why?

The government has the role of initiator. The German government took up this responsibility in the early
1990s, when the FIT was introduced. Today this role is changing a bit. The government still has important
role is preparing the basic regulations for investments etc, but that will most likely be less of a decisive factor
the coming decade than it was the last decade. As such, the importance of the government is dropping,
nevertheless still important. Importance is more going towards the business and industry sectors.
10.

Does the government collaborate with business and civil society? If so, how?

The [...] has good contact with civil society and business sectors, but most prominently the civil society
sector. The [...] organizes advisory councils for projects, in which the civil society and business sectors rare
represented and interact with each other. Usually there are more civil society actors than business
stakeholders. The goal is to advice the [...] on environmental issues. As the councils are often about a project
by the [...], the [...] moderates these councils. The initiator moderates. It tries to generate the discussion to get
inputs from the sectors. Civil society and business also interact with each other in these councils. However,
they often have conflicting interests: civil society often wants full involvement of all sector to achieve goals
derived from the Paris Agreements, whereas the business sector is often more focused on the actual
feasibility of such plans.
11.

What challenges does the [...] face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these challenges be
overcome?

One of the main challenges is the many actors involved.
A second challenge is that the [...] is part of the structural, hierarchical governmental system. Other actors
can due to their placement in this system sometimes be quicker to provide answers to questions posed by the
Parliament or the [...]. This is hard to overcome. A good focus and detailed approach to research can help to
overcome. Need the resources to do that.
Furthermore, the energy transition in Germany is really a special situation due to it being a big topic for quite
some time now.
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Finally, a challenge is how to bring the content and research done by the [...] to the people. Quite hard. How
to ‘sell’ the goals and changes. Can be overcome to reduce the complexity of the publications, so those are
approachable to the public.
12.

What instruments can help the government facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?

Apart from resources, reinforcing instruments are for example increased efficiency in communication and
coordination with other federal agencies. It is important for the [...] to know who and what agency is working
on what project. Platforms are needed to reinforce communication and coordination efforts to strengthen the
efforts of the government but also to involve and reinforce the efforts of the business and civil society
sectors.
13.

What can the government do to motivate business and civil society to take action?

For civil society a lot of aspects can be reinforced: better knowledge exchange between various civil society
actors is needed. For the business sector in Germany, the government has to frame the energy transition as a
chance and not just a challenge. It is important that the government reinforces this perspective. Some
skeptics within government and business sectors hinder the process of framing.
As the many issues regarding the transition are interlinked and the transition is indeed one big holistic
concept, it is important to further integrate the sectors involved. Awareness of the chances needs a push in the
business world, to further push the development of innovations.
14.

Will your country meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?

Germany will not be reaching the 2020 goal, mainly due to extensive coal capacities and mobility sector.
2030 goals require rapid scale up of RETs deployment and phase out of coal. This phase-out is however not
yet a law, but rather a policy advice. A speed up in this regard would be nice but we also need to be realistic.
Plans have steps in between, and thus it is the steps that we must take one at a time.
Dash of coal is not due to more construction of coal plans, but rather due to economic factors. Electricity is
dependent on many price factor such as CO2 price and the coal price. During the crisis incentives for RETs
were also reduced.
Interlinkages not only between sectors but also between the countries are more important in the future:
countries can learn from each other.
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Interview 4 - April 17th, 2019
Business/industry sector
1.

What has your business been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

The […] is an umbrella organization representing the interest of many renewable energy associations.
Internal groups working on integration of the members perspectives. Their goal is to bring forward new
energies in all sectors, including electricity and mobility. The […] is a lobby group that represents it interest
in the German parliament. Furthermore, the […] provides research and arranges meetings with involved
stakeholder such as the parliament.
Core objective of the […]: 100% renewables at the latest 2050.
2.

Do you think the business/industry sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not,
then who? If so, why?

Business and industry sector has a very important role indeed but politicians should have a more important
role than they have now.
3.

Does your company collaborate with government and civil society? If so, how?

Yes there is active cooperation between […] and civil society, however this collaboration focuses mainly on
climate protection and environmental degradation. There is a big interplay between the […] and the
government regarding the energy transition. The government invites the […] for advice, and in such councils
the […] also meets other lobby groups such as the […]. Depending on the topic the discussions can be quite
polarizing. In many instances the […] can be described as more conservative, and the […] as more
progressive.
4.

What challenges does the […] sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these challenges be
overcome?

The main challenge that the […] faces are reluctant politicians. Politicians who live with an outdated
mindset. Conservative politicians do not care very much about climate change. A change is visible here:
societal pressures coming from striking for future movement puts pressure on such politicians to change their
mindsets.
NIMBY effect is a problem as well. Germany too crowded to tackle this, NIMBY will always be a problem.
5.

What instruments can help the business/industry sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments
be reinforced?

Better laws. Renewable Energy Act needs to improve. More regulatory support. Support from the Parliament.
6.

What can the business/industry sector do to motivate government and civil society sectors to take
action?

Translate the goals of the […] to advice. Too slow development brings new problems. More RETs means
more jobs > chances!
7.

Will Germany meet the 2050 goals?

We have to. The technology is here, the industry is here, the only thing we need is the political will. We need
an improvement of legislation.
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Interview 5 - April 17th, 2019
Government sector
The topic of energy transition used to be in the Ministry of Environment’s portfolio, but in 2013 it has been
moved to the [...]. This was primarily done because the transition needed to be in line with economic policy.
Party politics also caused the move. Social democrats wanted more than just the economics ministry. Energy
policy suited this wish.
1.

What has government been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

Since 2013, the government has installed many measures. The core reforms include the modification of the
Renewable Energy Act, which was modified twice. The first reform, in 2014, focused on the expansion of
renewable energy technologies (RETs) in the two most cost-effective technologies: wind and PV. This
modification defined corridors for the expansion of these two RETs. Other RETs, such as biogas, was less
ambitious mainly due to the fundamental characteristics of biogas as a fuel (it needs much space to grow it
fuel). In 2017 auctions were introduced into the expansions of RETs. From 2017 onward if you want to
construct RETs you need to take place in a tender. This was done to introduce market competition.
2.

Do you think the government has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who? If
so, why?

Yes. If it wasn’t for the government, the energy transition would not be as expansive and elaborate as it is.
Core area where the government has taken a leading role was the funding of R&D and first-movers to deploy
RETs. The money spent from government on development of RETs was huge in the early years. The
incentives for the people to invest were huge. Civil society played a role regarding the effectiveness of the
incentives.
The government will remain in the driving seat in the coming years, it is important for the government to
give a general direction to the transition. It needs to provide the framework and targets. On the other hand,
the energy companies play a very important role in developing and implementing tech and policy’s. Always
an interaction. Small scale private investment is becoming less important as the cost of RETs have risen
exponentially, and large scale investment is becoming more important. Also large scale business, Companies
are also looking for sustainable investment which plays role.
3.

Does the government collaborate with business and civil society? If so, how?

A lot of informal talks with business and civil society. Always representatives coming and going and talking,
a lot of dialogue. Also more formal dialogue, when you pass a legislative measures, this needs to be
consulted with business and civil society. Communicate targets and policy.
Interest groups always have influence. Expertise is required from the people who work in the business and
civil society sector. Diverse process with intensive contact, dialogue and consultation.
4.

What challenges does the government face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these challenges
be overcome?

A number of core challenges: primarily the cost. Financing the transition is mainly done through an
allocation charge. This is a charge added to kWh price, which means a higher energy price. This is a
problem, especially for energy intensive industry especially, but also for the public.
More generally a challenge is the acceptance of RETs. This is often connected to landscape, for example
construction of windmills which obstruct nice landscapes in some peoples perspectives. Also relevant for the
expansion of the power grid.
Institutionalized dialogue to help overcome above challenge. Communication is key. Consultation in early
stages of development.
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States have also their own responsibly and impact. However, generally the federal government leads the way.
States do have a say, in some areas more than others.
A third challenge relates to technical issues: measures in the other sectors, building, efficiency and transport
sector. How to decarbonize heating?
A fourth challenge is how to get the industry and the people to do what the government would like them to
do.
This fourth challenge can be overcome via large programs of providing loans. For the people to make their
house more sustainable. Funding is not coming from the allocation charge. KfW (Kreditanstalt für
Wiederaufbau). It is a state-owned bank that has existed for a number of decades already.
5.

What instruments can help the government facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?

This is hard to say. This is actually a current debate, with so far no general answer. The challenge here is how
to extend the transition to other sectors such as building and transport. We don’t really know. Sector coupling
is important, but will it be through direct electrification or via Power-to-X technologies? No one knows
today. Regulation might be part of the answer, in the sense that you cannot do certain things and do other
things. One of the things is a CO2 price. No decision taken. Will be long debate.
EU CO2 price is only for certain sectors (energy and industry, covering 45% of EU CO2 emissions),
Germany wants to impact other sectors as well. Not so much talking about integration on the EU level, but
focusing on the German level. National discussion. Ideally one scheme EU wide (or even global) but from a
political point of view this will be hard to realize the next decade, Germany needs measures before that to
reach 2030 targets (55% GHG emission reduction vs. 1990).
6.

What can the government do to motivate business and civil society to take action?

One thing that is important is a clear political dedication and targets + investment security, create pathways
to reach the targets, people need to believe that the government is able to lead to away and show business
and civil society sectors that its worth to contribute to the target. All issues need to be regarded on an equal
basis. Communication and the right directives are important.
During the last few weeks (March 2019) a political task force was installed focusing on how can we raise
and maintain public acceptance, indicating Germany’s realization that the this is important.
+ “climate cabinet” founded, sub-comitee of the cabinet (i.e. chancellor and all ministries) comprising all
relevant ministries when it comes to climate protection targets for 2030; founding session in April 2019,
several sessions planned; will discuss and decide on additional measures to be taken to reach climate targets
for 2030
7.

Will your country meet the 95% GHG reduction in 2050 goal? The official goal until today is
80-95% GHG reduction by 2050

No one knows. We work towards it, we hope and we believe that we can. But to say that we are likely that is
a bit of a stretch.
Germany has no national NDC, but the EU as a whole has a NDC of 40% cut in 2030 related to 2005.
In energy and industry sector, the EU-ETS ensures achievement of sector targets; for non-ETS sectors
(transport, buildings, agriculture) there is an Effort Sharing regulation; according to which Germany MUST
achieve 38% non-ETS reduction by 2030 Compared to 2005 (binding targets, carrying financial
repercussions if you fail).
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For ETS sector it’s easy. The target is already translated in the overall cap.
2020 goal non ETS is 14%, currently very off target, we have reduced only by 3-4%. To early to say. The
political determination to reach this goal is strong, there is a climate cabinet founded by Merkel. In this
cabinet, several ministries take measures that make sure to meet the 2030. Measures to believe the meet the
goal, if the measures are effective enough. Hereby, I refer to Germany’s overall GHG emissions reduction
target of -55% until 2030 vs. 1990.
The current government is very willing to take on measures. Conservatives are concerned due to the fact that
a large part of the German population is concerned. Merkel is also a scientist by profession and has come to
realize that climate change is an actual threat to the world and to Germany. The general feeling in the
population is one that is also concerned with the environment. Support of the people is a naturally
prerequisite. The Green party has over the years become stronger and the established parties have since taken
up parts of Green’s policy in their policy as well, meaning an effective integration of environmental policy.
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Interview 6 - April 26th, 2019
Government sector
Interviewee works for […] and is a diplomat rather than a politician but deals with energy transition topics.
The foreign policy unit working on energy transition was established in 2011 as a reaction to neighboring
states’ disapproval of Germany’s decision to phase out nuclear energy. Neighboring states wanted to be
involved in that decision making process. Also to increase foreign communication efforts regarding the
leading role of Germany in the energy transition (FIT, nuclear & coal phase-out).
1. What has your government been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
Highlight 1: Germany was a frontrunner when it established the FIT. Even as Germany does not have much
sun or much wind potential, it still heavily subsidized the deployment of such (at the time niche)
technologies. This enabled the industry to develop the technology and competitive business models. At one
point, the FIT was so successful that it was too cost intensive, and in 2017, the FIT is no longer active, but
now operates via an auction based system (2017).
The primary drivers behind the installment of FIT was the strong ecological movement since the beginning
of the 1980s. Additionally, there was also a strong resistance against nuclear. Finally, there were ambitious
politicians in a relatively Green parliament with a Green foreign minister.
Highlight 2: in January 2019 a far-reaching policy report was published demanding a complete coal phase
out. If successful, Germany will be the first industrial country that relies on coal to accomplish such a feat.
This ambitious plan will keep Germany busy for next 2 decades.
The phase-out document is still a report, not yet a law. It has more than 300 pages. Many actors were
involved in its design: across all sectors and levels. The German government has already stated that it intends
to stick to the recommendation.
The positions of the stakeholders involved in the coal commission were at the beginning very different.
Various sub-commissions were formed, and six months later the report was done. To everyone it was clear
that coal had no future, the question was how to manage the phase out? In the end, the measures are quite
cost intensive, and it is the tax payer that has to pay for them. However, due to the long time frame, negative
reactions from the public were a rarity. This could also be due to the fact hat some costs are hidden: the
report is not very transparent regarding all costs.
2. Do you think the government has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then who?
If so, why?
Maybe for setting the framework, but for the implementation definitely not. Germany needs innovation,
especially in sector coupling domain. The government can’t drive the innovation, it can only set the
framework and provide financial incentive. Business and industry sectors are in this sense the main sectors
that must propel the transition.
Role of government is changing somewhat. In the beginning the relationship between government and
business/industry was different, as the government was actively pushing the energy transition and big
companies where reluctant. This now work the other way around: a group of big companies is now asking
the government for CO2 pricing, but the government is now more reluctant. This change stems from the
strong momentum that the energy transition has globally, which causes optimism in the industry sector.
Even though there is optimism, challenges are still more visible than chances.
3. Does the government collaborate with business and civil society? If so, how?
Yes there is strong teamwork. A key example is the coal commission. When the government needs to make a
major decision, it tends to create commissions which involve all stakeholders from all sectors and levels.
This has proven to be a successful model which was also effective in the nuclear phase-out. A key example
of communication and consultation measures.
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Germany promotes RETs abroad to help industry. Often representatives from the political and the business/
industry sector travel together to this end.
4. What challenges does the government face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
1: The number of actors involved: the regions, the municipalities, they can all block decisions. So when
transmission lines running from north to south and west are built to facility the energy transition the
resistance of the lower levels of government sometimes makes this hard. They can always block decisions.
2: It is hard to come to competitive solutions for sector coupling. Germany is satisfied in power sector but
less satisfied in the heat and mobility sectors.
Key challenges here is that all those three sectors are part of three different ministries, all ministries have
different dynamics. This challenge may be overcome with R&D: put lots of money in research. German
companies are leading globally but the technology is not yet competitive enough. CO2 pricing can also help,
especially if this is more widespread deployed across various sectors.
5. What instruments can help the government facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?
Communication and consultation and CO2 pricing could help.
The auctions are helpful.
EU instruments are helpful. ETS is good, but needs more ambition.
Cross border connectivity can also help. As other countries are involved we need more connectivity across
Europe. Also due to characteristics of RETs: if in one place it is cloudy or wind-still, in other places it could
be clear or windy. Power thus needs to be transported not only within countries but also between countries.
6. What can the government do to motivate business and civil society to take action?
For business: businesses follow their business model which is based on profits. Thus the motivation should
be financial. Like CO2 price or tax incentives or subsidies. The FIT worked well.
For civil society: this is not the role of government. The government does rely on an active civil society.
Rather, civil society motivates the government more than vice versa.
7. Will your country meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
80% RETs will be met in 2050.
Other sectors depends on steps in between. Current policy will not be enough. To overcome, there are
different approaches: 1 is an ambitious CO2 price. Whatever path is taken, this depends on political
decisions.
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Interview 7 - May 2nd, 2019
Civil society sector
1.

What has German civil society been doing so far to facilitate the ET?

Civil society is the sector that has to make the transition, to make it reality. Back in 70s and 80s the antinuclear movement arguably started the energy transition. Back then it was characterized by small scale
windmill deployment. This grew exponentially over the years, supported also by civil society organizations.
Nowadays 35% of renewables is in civil society hands. Big companies realize they have to do something as
well. Civil society plays a big role to motivate politicians as well. The current big centralized structure needs
to change to a decentralized structure and here civil society can play a major role.
This process of change goes through trial and error experiments in order to find new ideas that work.
How can civil society realize the energy transition? It can provide answer to how people see the transition,
and how they facilitate the energy transition. Civil society can help also by providing awareness, how to
make people aware?
2.

Do you think the civil society sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then
who? If so, why?

In 70 and 80s civil society used to have the most important role. Not as much now, nowadays it is more
politically motivated. Civil society is still active, for example in the Fridays for Future movement. These are
among others motivators and ongoing drives behind the 2022 nuclear phase-out, and 2038 coal phase-out.
Civil society has a reinforcing role on the government, because they chose the politicians. Sometimes things
go too fast for politicians, which cause inertia regarding the energy transition.
Germany’s civil society sector has a high participation in the energy transition, and the transition has a high
approval rate among the German public. Germany has a high acceptance of coal and nuclear phase-out and
of the phase-in of renewables. German civil society sector is really involved. Something like 70% are in
favor of the nuclear phase out, and another 65% are in favor of the coal phase out. This data is from a 2017
IASS report.
3.

Does your company collaborate with government and business/industry? If so, how?

The government offers funding for projects, and the civil society sector can apply for this funding. This
funding is not only for the energy transition, but also for the heating and mobility sectors. Sector coupling!
The civil society sector believes strongly in the transition and thus collaborates actively with people and
institutions that also do. This causes a strong momentum. Interestingly, some people are against the big
companies’ involvement. It is however recognized that in order for the transition to work, everybody has to
work together. Big companies have to move on too. It will be interesting to see how old fashioned companies
change their mindset. The goal is to integrate everybody, big and small companies. The government funds
projects in which civil society and businesses work together.
On people against big company involvement: especially people from the 80s are against big companies
involvement. This is because they argue that the money of those companies is “bad” and “dirty” because it is
often earned through coal or nuclear energy, which is exactly the type of power that the movement is
protesting against. Not only does this go for the old generation but also for the newer generation. This makes
setting up projects hard.
Biggest fear of these people is that the big companies might “greenwash” their money and company image
by collaborating with civil society. They don’t believe in big companies and want to do their own thing.
Others say the opposite, and argue that cooperation is the most important thing.
4.

What challenges does the civil society sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
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The changing character of the market (more companies involved) and complex governmental regulation
make it sometimes hard to maintain consumer rights. Civil society can help to this end. It can create
awareness and support communication and dialogue.
5.

What instruments can help the civil society sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?

In the civil society sector, there is not a lot of money, many people work for free. The government provides
financial support for the sector. However, the application process for the subsidies is sometimes too complex,
which has the potential to jeopardize civil society efforts. To this end, less complexity in the application
process could prove very beneficial.
Additionally, the government also has to give space for trial and error mistakes and processes.
Finally, efforts of working together within Germany and also outside Germany needs to be strengthened. EU
level integration would be nice. Between countries we can exchange case studies and learn from each other..
6.

What can the civil society sector do to motivate government and business sectors to take action?

We are talking about people. The question is how do the people connect to the transition? Currently this is
the biggest gap. The people need to be involved. Exactly how is not always well-known. Especially in big
cities, this is very hard. One solution might be to raise awareness that as an individual, one can always
contribute but sometimes in other ways. Not everyone - in big cities for example - can place solar panels on
the roof, but energy saving is often possible in other ways. Communication is important.
Unfortunately, some people are against energy transition measures, such as windmill construction. In such
processes, there is a lot of involvement from many parties and stakeholders. The process is very complex and
far from easy. There are for example pro and anti movements constantly conflicting with each other. In order
to overcome this, educational and information campaigns can help raise awareness. Without awareness, the
problem wont be solved. Civil society can play a big role here.
People who might not have the money to contribute need to be involved as well. Discussion of energiearmut,
or energy poverty, is now only starting in Germany. Only 2 EU counties have a definition of what energy
poverty means: France and UK. Subsidies are part of the solution to this problem. Money from welfare state
could also help, or a prepaid system.
As the market is changing, companies are looking to change their business models.
Discussion of nuclear phase out might be reopened. To maintain energy security. Coal phase out has priority.
7.

Will Germany meet the 2050 80% renewable goal?

Yes. Now the goal is set for 2020, this is not achieved. The goal for CO2-emissions will not achieved.
40% were set, but Germany will meet probably 32% of co2-emissions compared to 1990.
Steps to take: more courage from government but also from the business and industry sector. We have to
rethink the entire system. The transition is wider than just energy.
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Interview 8 - April 16th, 2019
Civil society sector
[…] is a German civil energy alliance. A network of companies form a collective in which also individuals
and household are represented. They aim to get stakeholders together in the energy transition who want to
take part in the transition. To this end they provide network meetings.
1. What has German civil society been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
No energy transition without civil society (CS). The word ‘energiewende’ comes from CS, first used in the
70s. Anti nuclear movement started the energiewende. Lots of grassroots movements in the 70s which paired
with the new institutions that came up in reaction to such grassroots movements. People started to invent
then: the first wind farms came up. In really early stages this used to be pushed by ordinary people, in the 90s
the industry got involved. In 2000 EEG was introduced, and theFIT was there which made it easy for every
citizen and smaller companies to get involved. Corporations were founded then because this was it was super
easy. PV also grew. FIT meant guaranteed income.
The rise of RET was unexpected. In 2016 46% of RETs is owned by to citizens.
EEG was the foundation of everything. This law made it easy. Guaranteed buy-back, guaranteed price.
Guarantees reinforced CS efforts.
The price of energy produced from PV was higher than energy from the net so people made profit over
energy. People were motivated because they made money. A lot of people invested.
EEG is a government guarantee. The money came from the consumers for the FIT. The surcharge. Its not
state money. The surcharge still exists and is 6 cents per kWh.
At the time, citizens were upset that they had to pay more. One point a huge increase of the surcharge when
the industry was excluded from paying the surcharge in 2012.
2. Do you think the civil society sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then
who? If so, why?
In 2019, it depends on how you define CS. If you take cooperatives, these facilitate open participation where
citizens are involved. In the last couple of years a decrease in citizen energy. Citizens are the biggest player
and still have huge motivation. The barrier is that it got a lot more complex and bureaucratic. Not as easy as
ten years ago.
We will only reach 100% if citizens are given the right to become a prosumers (produce and consume), and
unite in a cooperative. Produce together the energy that the community will use. The acceptance is important.
Quite high in Germany.
Last years the anti wind-farm campaign gained traction. Resistance is more. But the people get involved,
then there is less protest.
The reason for increased complexity:
The many involved actors make it a complex process (according to the government), so a complex system is
needed. They want the big players (industry incumbents) working with the government. They now have
tenders, no longer FIT. Tender means increased risk on investment which is easier for big companies. Big
utilities were threatened by CS sector and convinced the government to change the law. Speed of energy
transition is reduced due to these processes.
Big utilities are arguably protected by the government.
3. Does your company collaborate with government and business/industry? If so, how?
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Government isn’t involved in the way that they are an active player in the transition. They only set the
framework. Communities (municipalities) are involved more. Sometimes cooperation with CS.
With business/industry when you want to install a wind farm you need a supplier which is the industry
sector. Set up contracts etc.
Service providers help sell citizen energy now that FIT is scaled down.
When its needed the cooperation becomes more intense, otherwise there is not so much. No direct
collaboration with the state. Discussion between CS and government is naturally there. Dialogue and
conversation.
4. What challenges does the civil society sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
Complexity / bureaucracy.
Required for tenders (for installations bigger than 750MW) which is a risk: you don’t know if you win the
rights. Risky investment. First you need a license, then you can go to tender. License can be 100k+ euro plus
for wind farm.
On the tenders: for wind: if you want wind-farm you need to license from the community, they have to agree.
Contracts etc. lots of hassle. Only with a license you can participate in a tender. 3 per year, organized by the
energy regulator. You can say at which price u can run the installations, cheapest installations are taken. The
idea is more market involvement and focus on cost effective tech, but changes are now made to the tenders.
Energy transition has lost momentum due to the tenders. Huge problem, not many groups participate in the
tenders, prices go up. They exclude many actors due to the risks. Also not enough wind farms are being built.
Lost momentum. Now more protest and people going to court. Process of license takes longer than before.
The question is whether or not the process of getting licenses is deliberately delayed or that something else is
at play…
For smaller installations on the household level: if you do self consumption, usually you need to pay a fee.
You pay extra for your own energy. You have to meter how much you consume yourself, and setup various
contracts. Considered a ‘solar tax’, not officially but it’s called that by the people. A huge emotional barrier
because it makes it more complex. Lots of complexities involved
Seen as unfair as not everyone is treated the same.
Price for self produced energy is on average now 10 cents, retail price of energy is 25 cents. Self
consumption is much more economic. But then you have to pay tax. Tax is a percentage of the surcharge.
Third party owner = 100%, 6 cents. If the installations is owned by consumer, its 40% 2,5 cents.
5. What instruments can help the civil society sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?
FIT was the best instrument. For small installations the right to self consuming is important, because it is
also more economically.
A new system for of energy trading / sharing would be nice, within a community or cooperative you have the
right to sell the energy within the community. In a cost reflective manner. Locally produced power should be
cheaper. Also between households. More dynamic market. Also more local. More transparent, see where the
energy comes from. Currently forbidden, but would make a lot more sense when the people know where it
comes from.

6. What can the civil society sector do to motivate government and business sectors to take action?
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[…] is motivating government through the Clean Energy Package. Discussed on EU level. Energy directive
on EU level is quite well-developed and introduces new rights for citizens and communities. In Germany
there needs to be changes. Make the new EU law a national law. This needs to be done before 2021 (when
EU law comes into effect). Lots need to be changed. This is how they motivate the government, by
promoting progressive change.
Industry is often very much involved already , manufacturing sector and suppliers are very motivated. Only
utilities that operate conventional power are blocking a lot. Not sure how to motivate them. They see new
business models but also see stranded assets. Government rules can help unblock utilities. CO2 pricing
would be helpful, a price beyond the ETS. The ETS price is too low still. Need more ambitious CO2 pricing,
this can help economically motivate utilities.
7. Will Germany meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
80-95% in 2050.
80% reduction will not be enough for the 2 degree target. 80% is junk, 95% is little better, but 100% is best.
2050 is too late. CO2 neutrality before 2040 in needed. It is possible to do so, but huge debate and huge
struggle. Lots of work.
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Interview 9 - June 3rd, 2019
Civil society sector
1. What has German civil society been doing so far to facilitate the ET?
Just to stress: Germany in international comparison has a strong civil society. Lots of organizations. Their
role is very important in this field (energy transition). Since the 70/80s energy transition topics have been an
important field for German civil society.
This domain has been very active for decades. From the beginning the civil society sector has put a lot of
pressure on politics and the German Green Party. The effect of the political pressure is very visible. Now
they are also influencing the business domain. Visible in the promotion of the bio-products etc. The goal of
the civil society sector is the promotion of the necessity and the insemination of information to all domains
regarding the energy transition. Lots of information now available for people and business is in a large extent
thanks to the activity of civil society.
Where does the strong environmentalist tradition in Germany come from? In Germany the environmental
parts of the NGO scene developed strongly which is probably due to fact that during of the separation of
Germany, in West Germany it was hard to have a critical NGO scene criticizing capitalism. The division
between a capitalist and a communist state meant that in West Germany, critique on the capitalist state was
dangerous. It was thus not easy to promote any idea of the system other than or beyond capitalism. Instead of
criticizing the political system the NGO scene started criticizing the idea of economic growth in relation to
environmental problems. It is probably more than just this factor that caused the strong environmentalist
tradition in Germany, but this is most likely part of the reason.
2. Do you think the civil society sector has the most important role in facilitating the ET? If not, then
who? If so, why?
Yes definitely. It plays an important role but now we are going into the thing of what civil society should do
more and why it is important. EU elections show a strong avant-garde, urban voters who are concerned about
environmental issues on the one side but on the other end the people outside the cities feel like they can’t
keep up with societal and economic developments. They vote the opposite. Civil society needs to play a role
in overcoming such social cleavages.
An inclusive agenda for the civil society.
Any changes in this respect since 2015? It has changed in the sense that for civil society today it is more
complicated to communicate the importance of the transition. The energy transition has thus far been picking
the low hanging fruits, but now the energy transition will affect more areas of life. The energy transition in
increasing in complexity. It is not just on wind turbines and solar PV deployment but now the entire system
needs to change, including our common way of living. The interconnection between the sectors is part of the
complexity. 40% of the electricity sector is now renewable, but it is the next 60% that are the most complex.
Only talking about energy sector is not enough, integrate the other sectors as well. Originally the message
was easy: we need more RETs. Now the message is difficult, conflict or interest even within the civil society
sector or the same NGO is common.
The NGOs are asking for the speeding up of RET deployment, but the grid expansion remains a challenge.
Convincing people is difficult. Democracy provides a lot of ways to slow down or stop grid expansion. It has
been difficult to promote the transition without talking in terms of the complexity of the challenge that lies
before us.
The habits of the people need to change as well. People don’t like strong changes but we need strong
changes. Sudden changes as well. In short period the habits of the people need to change. One thing is
convincing, the other is actually doing.
3. Does your company collaborate with government and business/industry? If so, how?
The […] is a platform for dialogue and exchange of info and ideas. When we conceive our activities it is
always from the basis of a dialogue of the different sectors. We try to include business and industry all the
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time. The important questions can only be solved with dialogue and common understanding. Collaboration
between the government and the business sectors is intense.
4. What challenges does the civil society sector face in trying to facilitate the ET? How can these
challenges be overcome?
See also Q2. Apart from the complexity of the issue. Even when looking at latest developments such as
Fridays for Future movement, civil society has to deal with the emotionalization of the energy transition and
the need for a pragmatic and integrated answer for the energy transition. The NGO scene to some extent
needs to emotionalization of the topic, but it is not helping to built a consensus on the issues.
The civil society domain needs to keep up the pressure on the other two domains. Yet remain constructive.
Quite a delicate process. Difficult, especially in combination with the complexity.
Complexity is increasing yet in campaigning this complexity is downplayed to keep the transition accessible
for citizens and businesses alike.
People from other regions of the world often say that it seems as if in Germany there is an apocalyptic view
on the developments related to the energy transition. The world is facing huge challenges with climate
change, but it seems in other regions people are more optimistic. If one is too apocalyptic it will not be very
helpful. Then people will react and say that nothing can change the world. Such views can bring people in a
passive mind state. Civil society needs to promote optimism and hope.
In the German discussion the openness and interest in new technology is always there, but this goes
combined with skepticism to new technological developments. Germans often ague that they need to be
closer to nature. German society is pessimistic about new technology but is also very interested in
developing new technology. This apparent contradiction is rooted in deep German culture.
5. What instruments can help the civil society sector facilitate the ET? How can these instruments be
reinforced?
The German NGO scene is well positioned, as such it is easy to for this domain to be heard. Promoting more
platforms for the exchange could be a nice instrument but there are already a lot of platforms and civil
society is included in many ways, also in the important decisions such as the coal phase out. The instruments
currently available are quite well established.
6. What can the civil society sector do to motivate government and business sectors to take action?
Go beyond the blaming and complaining, less apocalyptic, more cooperative. More pragmatic. More
collaboration with other sectors. Still too much complaining and blaming and could be more collaboration.
7. Will Germany meet the 2015 Paris Agreement goals?
80% RETs in 2050 for the energy sector.
A […] report has received very positive reactions from the civil society sector. Used as a blueprint for other
reports. It is interesting because it incorporates economic arguments. The report argues that 80% is quite
doable. Germany could find ways if the policy’s are implemented perfectly. Conditions naturally need to be
there. International developments could jeopardize the attainability of this goal.
The final 20% is the toughest part and requires international cooperation. 100% CO2 reduction will depend
on other countries’ efforts. If the other countries support the decarbonization in all field the goals will be
easier and doable to maintain the prosperity of the country combined with a huge CO2 reduction.
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